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Coal Miners Prepare To Return To Work
Longest Coal Strike In U. S.
History Ends After 109 Days
WASHINGTON ( API"— Nearly 16
weeks after going on strike, 160,000
miners are preparing to return to work"
Monday under a new contract But a
related labor dispute threatens to delay
the reopening of some mMes.
Voting in polling places from
Appalachia to the Rockies, miners gave
their approval to the new contract on
Friday, the 109th day of a walkout that
threatened power supplies throughout
the Midwest and resulted in thousands
layoffs.
"I feel pretty good," United Mine
Workers President Arnold Miller said
with understatement after announcing
the ratification. Miller and Joseph P.
Brennan, president of the Bituminotfs
Ciial Operators Association, planned to
sign the accord today.
With 655 of 719 UMW locals reporting,
the union said 55,726 miners, ur 57
percent, ',Vied in favor of the accord
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A seat that one-time federal career
officer Marshall Jones currently occupies by appointment on Murray City
Council will apparently not be up for
election this year.
That's the opinion of Murray City
Attorney Bill Phillips and Walter
Herdman,an official with the Kentucky
Attorney General's office in Frankfort.
Less than a week remains for
potential candidates to file for a handful
of offices in the 1978 off election year.
-The-deadline for filing in the May
primary is Wednesday, March 29, with
the Kentucky primary set May 23.
U. S. Senator Walter "Dee" Huddleston has announced he will run for
another term in the Senate, although
the Elizabethtown Democrat had not
filed with the Kentucky Board of
Elections earlier this week.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard,
D-Mayfield, has filed for reelection and
thus far faces no Democratic opposition, nor has a Republican filed for
the GOP nomination. Hubbard told the
Murray Ledger di Times Thursday
after a Murray Rotary Club speech that
he's keeping his options open in connection with the 1979 governor's race.
Certain school board offices are up
for election this year, but potential
candidates for those do not have to file
until early September.
Herdman said Thursday that the key

Calloway High To Undergo
Evaluation By Association
By LOWEI6L ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Calloway County school officials will
be striving early next week to meet the
requirements that could leact, to affiliation of Calloway County High
School with the prestigious Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools.
Visitation teams with the Southern
Association and Kentucky Department
of Education will be on the high school
campus Monday and Tuesday for an onsite evaluation of the school and its
programs. "Educationally, this is probably one
of the biggest and most crucial school
events in recent years," Calloway
County School Superintendent Jack
Rose said this week.
Southern Association evaluations
occur every 10 years, with reviews
coming every five years. It is even

more rare when the Southern
Association and department of
education team up for parallel
evaluations.
Dr. William Ryan with the education
department at Murray State University
will head up the Southern Association
evaluation team and Edward Burkeen,
in the division of supervision, accreditation, and organization, Kentucky Department of Education, will
coordinate state department of
education inspections, according to
Rose.
Rose said school officials will be
attempting to get Calloway County
High rated "comprehensive" instead of
"standard" with the Kentucky
Department of Education.
In the Southern Association, you're
either a member or you're not," Rose

"One of the deficiencies we had was
that we lacked a half time counselor.
We have now removed that deficiency." Rose said the system has also
made up for another deficiency, a
secretary at the high school.
The timetable for the current
evaluation began last fall with a
teacher self-study..."We actually laic
the groundwork for this a year ago last
_spring," Rose said.
Rose said the self-study, in reality a
top to bottom education critique "was
the best part of the whole program."
"The teachers looked at their
philosophy, courses, programs, to see if
we're meeting the needs of students
that we have now...The self-study
makes a faculty sit and think whether
they are providing that which meets the
needs of the students," Rose said.
Sunday evening, March 26, is set
aside for a "getting acquainted night'.
with members of the visiting teams,„„
faculty members, administratorsillr
board members and others, attending.
Rose said team members will also be
reviewing the self study Sunday night in
preparation with actual visits Monday
and part of Tuesday.
-On Monday they'll take on the self
study, visit classes, talk to students.
talk to teachers, administrators and
supervisors," Rose said.
The superintendent said an important
part of the team visit will come from
getting comments from students.
On Tuesday, the visitation team will
conduct what Rose called "an exit
interview" with the faculty. I`They'll
make a summary at that time of what •
they find. But, we won't get our
recommendations until later," he said.
Both team members make recommendations for improvement and those
recommendations must be fulfilled
before final accreditation or affiliation
is achieved.
Some 17 educators from surroundin4
school systems are expected to make
up the visitation teams, Rose said.
The superintendent said local school
officials will not know official!'
whether the high school is able to join
the Southern Association until later this
summer.

to whether Jones' seat would be
required to be filled by election this
year depends on whether there is a
citywide school board election.
"If you do have a local school board
race that embraces the entire city of
Murray then that vacancy would have
to be filled in the upcoming November
election, 1978. If you do not have such
an election, then whoever is appointed
would serve out the remainder of,the.
term, which would end in January,
1990," Herdman said, "The next
regular election would be in 1979,"
"It all depends on whether or not you
have a city school board election embracing the city of Murray.. and it mutt
embrace the whole city. If it is partial,
it wouldn't qualify," Herdman said.
Murray city limits and Murray
School Sysytem boundaries are not the
same in many parts. Some persons who
live in thecity of Murray actually live
in the county school district and vote for
county school board representatives.
"'The school board race could embrace more than the city but not less
than the city (limits)," Herdman said.
"A lot of times a city will have an independent school district, and at the
same time through the years a city will
annex territory out beyond the school
district. In that case, if that is true, it
wouldn't qualify because it doesn't .
embrace the whole-city."

Chamber of Commerce
Names New Directors
The membership of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce named five new directors in an
election concluded Friday afternoon.
The new directors are Jack Benton,
owner, Twin Lakes Office Supply; Paul
Kiesow, manager, Fisher-Price Toys;
Walter Apperson, publisher, The
Murray Ledger & Times; Thomas Rice,
manager, Tappan Company, Murray
Division; Buford Hurt, state manager,
Woodmen of the World. Apperson and
Hurt have served previous terms on the
Chamber Board of Directors.
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mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
light rain or drizzle today; tonight
and Sunday. Highs today in the
mid to upper 50s. Lows tonight in
the upper 30s to low 40s. Highs
Sunday in the low to mid 50s.
Winds becoming west to southwest 10 to 15 miles per hour today
and tonight.

The retiring directors are Dr. Constantine CUITiS, president, Murray
State University"; David King,
president, David King di Associates;
Dan Hutson, president, Hutson
Chemical Company; James E.
Garrison, President, Ryan Milk
Company; and A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
executive vice-president, Bank of
Murray.
Leonard Vaughn, president of the
Chamber joined James L. Johnson,
executive vice-president in the
following statement:

"We express our appreciation, on
behalf of the entire community,to these
retiring directors of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce. We feel that these men have
devoted their time;effort and money to
the betterment of this community in the
highest possIde tradition. Their efforts,
along with the rest of the board and
staff, will result in this community
holding on to the'claim of living in the
fastest growing community in the
Jackson-Purchase. We welcome the
new directors, and ask that they share
in the challenge that lays ahead. We
know they will add strength to an
already strong Chamber."
The entire board will meet Monday,
March 27. The election of officers will
be held at the April meeting.
The holdover members of the board
are Joe Dick, Ed Shinners, Dr. Harry
Sparks, Bill Barker, Guy Billington,
Jimmy Ford, Max B. Hurt, Grayson
McClure, Glen Doran and Leonard
Vaughn. The current president is
Leonard Vaughn; vice-president,
Jimmy Ford; secretary, David King;
and treasurer, A. W. Simons, Jr.
*
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Carroll Asked
To Void Veto
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
state senators have asked Gov. Juha,
Carroll to void U. Gov. Thelma
Stovall's veto of a resolution rescind':.
Kentucky"; ratification of the Ecri;-,
Rights Amendment.
The senators issuing the statement
were: Gus Sheehan, D-Covington; .31*'
Wright, D-Harned; Richard Weise:,berger, D-Mayfield; WilIim Sullivan.
1)-Henderson, and John Berry, D-N(
_Castle.

week at the -earliest. Union miners are considered unlikely
to cross any picket lines that might be
thrown up by construction workers on
Monday. In 1974, construction workers
prolonged a three-week nationwide
strike for another two . weeks by
picketing at several of the country's
largest mines.
The contract increases miners'
wages by $2.40 an hour over three
years. Miners now receive an average
of $7.80 an hour. It also would require
miners to, pay up to $200 a year for drug
and doctor expenses fully covered in
the past.
The new contract is stripped of a
provision that would have permitted
coal companies to fire leaders- Of
wildcat strikes. It also contains improved pension benefits, but maintains
a dual pension system that gives recent
retirees bigger checks than those who
retired before 1976.

Deadline For Filing For May
Week Away

V.
rs
wheel drive pull April 1, proceeds from which
SPONSORING PULL — Murray Optimist Club is sponsoring a four
and for repair to buildings. In the photos above,
will go to local boy and girl scout troops for camping equipment
and Peoples Bank. At left, A. W.Simmons,of
Murray
of
Bank
of
scouts_ are shown selling tickets to representatives
Dr. and Mrs. Gary Marquardt of Murray.
Bank of Murray, buys some tickets from Robbie Marquardt,son of
a set of tickets to Harold G. Doran Jr. with
sells
Murray,
Brock,
Bekah Brock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Livestock and Exposition Center and is exPeoples Bank. The four wheel drive pull will be at the West Kentucky
to an Optimist spokesman.
according
Midwest,
pected to attrack pulling enthusiasts from throughout the

mid 42,391, or 43 percent, voted against
it.
Miller, who had to negotiate three
tentative agreements with the soft coal
industry before he could sell one to his
union, said he evected most miners to
return to work Monday.
ffe-aLso said "I don't think it's all thatdifficult" for safety checks to be made
in time for the mines to reopen Monday.
But some pits may be picketed next
week by striking mine construction
workers, who still are without a contract.
Bargainers for the UMW - and
Association of Bituminous Contractors
are meeting this weekend to negotiate
an accord covering about 10,000. construction workers". •
Although Friday's ratification is
expected to speed up those talks, both
sides say they remain apart on several
major issues and do not expect to reach
an agreement until sometime next

HOME DESTROYED — The home of Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Lovett, near
Lynn Grove, was totally destroyed by a fire Friday afternoon. Spokesmen
'-for the Calloway County fire-Rescue Squad said the squad responded to
the call with three units about 3:20 p.m.
Stan Moto I Mire trandon

City councilmen named Jones early
this year to fill the seat vacated - by
Jimmy Rickman who resigned from the
council to accept a position as a
Calloway County sheriff's deputy.
The city school board seats of
Thomas Rushing, Bill Adams and Don
• Henry, board chairman, along with
county school board seats of Walter
Byars and Joe Dyer, board chairman
obe up for election this year.
Three Republicans and two
Democrats have thus far filed for the
seat that Huddleston holds—Oline
Carmichal of Williamsburg, Lulie
Gunther, Louisville, and Mary H.
Gabbert, Owensboro, and George W.
Tolhurst, Louisville, and William Jacob
Taylor of High Bridge, are the
Republicans and Democrat respectively who have filed for the Senate
seat, according to the board of elections.
According to County Clerk Marvin
Harris, no Murray or Calloway County
elective offices are scheduled to appear
on the May primary election ballot.

KWW Sets Annual
Meeting On April 3
Kentucky's Western Waterland will
hold its 1978 annual membership
meeting Monday, April 3, at the
Western Kentucky Exposition Center in
Murray. The annual meeting is the only
gathering each year of the entire
membership of this eight county tourist
promotion organization.
Dr. S. - David Freeman, newest
member of the Tennessee Valley
Authority Board of Directors, will be
the featured speaker at the dinner
meeting. He is expected to direct his
comments toward the impact which the
energy crisis will have on the travel and
tourism industry.
An announcement of results of the
election of Members to the KWW board
of directors will also take place.
Directors to the KWW board service
two-year terms.
New to the format of the year's annual meeting is a mini vacation show to
be held the afternoon of April 3 in
conjunction with the evening dinner
and program. Open to the public from
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., the show will
feature displays and exhibits of
businesses in the tourism industry.
Boats, campers, fishing equipment,
and information on resorts and campgrounds will be a part of the items on
display. Governmental agencies that
deal with. tourism and recreation will
also have exhibits at the show. •
Included on the afternoon agenda will
also be informational seminars
covering topics such as tourism
business advertising, and fishing
techniques.
The evening activities will begin at
6:00 p.m. with the reopening of the
vacation show for ticketholders to the
Annual Meeting. The buffet dinner will
be served between 6:30 p.m. and 7:30
p.m., with the program beginning at
7:30.
Dignitaries from across the state will
be in attendance at the Annual KWW
function, with a large delegation of
state officials expected to attend.
Tickets are available at the KWW office
and the public is invitea to attend.
•-
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Let's Stay Well
Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 26, 1978
what kind -of day will yaw way if0R4 a MO*
tomorrow be? To find out what pected source.
the stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 1 /41
given for your birth Sign.
A day for compromise - not
for stirring things up. In all
ARIES '
relationships, use the always
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Great joy on the home front! reliable "velvet glove" treatnt.
;An article you thought you had
ARIUS
'lost oroaccidentally destroyed SA
( Nov
to Dec. 21) ".:_suddenly comes to light.
Tra I accented here. A short
TAURUS
trip mde on the spur of the
•:( Apr. 21 to May 21)
4,
momer could produce most
.; Everything points to a most
--intere4ing results.
--7interesting and inspiring day. CAP CORN
You should be filled with newDec. 22 to ran. 20)
found _optimism and __ self-_
- Ke4your head and maintain •
confidence.
the pate that's best for you.
GEMINI
w
Don't let others sway you with
memI May 22,_to June 21)
ideas of doubtful worth An on-and-off day, but you especially if they involve heavy
should come through hand- spending.
somely if you stress your AQUARIUS
• - quietly clever, manner of 1Jan. 21 1oFeb. 19) "`""-L:!1121_
handling situations and your
Curb a tendency toward
tact in dealing with others.
pessimism. With good judgment
and a bit of finesse, you can
CANCER
make your outlook brighter,
(June 22 to July 231
You may make a new _expand possibilities.
• acquaintance or renew an old PISCES
friendship. Look for those ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Make decisions only after
,"small" blessings and gains so
belittled. They could Make fateful invesilgatton: Expend
energies to elicit lasting results.
your day!
Avoid the "quick return" angle:
-LEO
It is fraught with traps.
- (July, 24 to Aug. 234
You may have to make some
YOU BORN TODAY have a 4.
small concessions now, but this
mind, are exwould be better than losing out keen, quick
perceptive
to the needs
tremely
_benefits
altogether. Some-nice
of others. You are intuitive,
indicated.
idealistic and are endowed with
VIRGO
many talents; could succeed in
"ir
23)
Sept.
24
to
LAug.
art or literature especially, but
Be realistic and pursue only could also make a name for
worthwhile goals. New op- yourself.in -the business world,
portunities offered through the in science, the law or
use of your creative ability.
statesmanship - depending on
your leanings and education.
LIBRA
_Birthdate of: Tennessee
-iSept. 24 to Oct. 23)
: You may not be aware of it Williams,Jplaywright; Robert
yet but, within 48 hours, so9e_-Frost,-poet; Diana Ross,
unusually good luck is coming singer; James Caen, actor.
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Convulsions From Fever

Kentucky Little
Miss 1977 To
Crown 1978 Winner

0: Mrs. D. U. writes that cate infection when it
her two-year-old grandson starts.
Other physicians believe
has had convulsions when
Kentucky Little Miss - 1977, savings bo'nd, a charm
he has had fever. The that, since convulsions are
Miss Marcy Dawn - Marine, bracelet, a camera, a transeizures have been quite harmful to the brain, a
daughter of Don and Carole sistor radio, a 517 color porsevere. He appears to be sedative is indicated to try
altogether normal and en to ward off seizures. Expe- Marine, Murray, will be en- trait;and a trophy.
ding her reign May .21, 1978.
joys good health between rience shows that if the
The -winner of the pageant
fever has already started, Marcy will crown the Ken- was Jenifer Michele.Curtis of
attacks.
The physician caring for medication often is not ef- ,lucky Little Miss - 1978, at the Minnesota. First runner-up
the child has raised the fective in preventing a con- third annual pageant held at was Shwandra Ann Sanger of
question of his taking a vulsion.
Lovett Auditorium, on the Wyoming. Second runner-up
sedative all-the -time.-The
Murray -State -University was Melissa S. Kolbe of
Writing on this subject in
family wonders if this is
campus.
, ,wr
.
Washington -and fourth run- recent isauc of the
safe and_neces-sary__
Marcy represented the ner-up was Jennifer Lynn
l
Atherican
Journal
of
Discomfor
asks
U.
D.
Mrs.
eases of Children," pub- Conunonwealth of Kentucky Rowe of Florida.
ment.
National Little Miss
The .winner of the third
A: Repeated convulsions, lished by the American- at the
Pageant, held in Roanoke, annual Kentucky Little Miss
even those which are asso- Medical Association, Sydciated with fever so= ney Gellis, M.D., Tufts- Virginia,last June,and placed Pageant will represent the
called simple febrile con- New England Medical Cen- third runner-up from a field of Commonwealth of Kentucky
vujsions) are potentially ter, Boston, indieates that forty-three contestants from in this year's National
damaging to the nervous he prefers to use phenobar- throughoutthe UniteclStatp‘_
pageant irinehrwitt-agairrbe-7
system and should be pre- bital regularly in selected
Marcy competed for the held in Roanoke. The expenses
cases that have had con- honor of being the most
vented if possible.
of the winner and one parent
Some children fiive a vulsions related to fever. natural little girl in the United while attending the
pageant
He
feels
that
one
convullower convulsiv_e threshold
States over a three day period. are to be paid by, the Tau Phi
than do other children and sion isn't enough to cause
The contestants in the national
are more prone to having the start, of regular, ex- - pageant-- were-judged en Lambda Sorority of the
Woodmen of the World
tended
-use
a'
sedative.with
generalized seizures,
natural poise, beauty, an Society, sponsors of the
He thinks that it should be
fever. - Thest might
charm.The judging was based Kentucky Little Miss Pageant.
triggered by a sore throat used in cases that have had
on a personal interview with
two
or
more
seizures,
Applications are now being
respiratory.
acute
or an
infection. Since such which have lasted five , the judges,and competition on taken for the coming KenI the eVening of the pageant in tucky Little Miss Pageant and
illnesses are fairly com- minutes or lo4er.
In the case of your
party dresses,sportswear and tile. _deadline _ for _ accepting.
mon among younger
a long white-dress': -patients_those who have a --grandson,.his parents
applications is set for March
While- in --liganoke, Marcy 31, 1978.
tendency to have a convul- could request a consultasion may be exposed fairly tion with another physiand her motheipvere able to
Persons interested in obfrequently to conditions cian,such as a neurologist.
meet the other contestants taining applications for the,
He
may
want
to
do
an
which bring one on.
and mothers by eating their pageant or further inOpinions differ among electrical tracing of brain
meals together and enjoying
authorities as to the man- waves to rule out epilepsy.' an outing together. She was formation concerning the
pageant' should contact Ann
The
early
start
of
proper
agement of these patients.
accompanied to the pageant Spann, Chairperson,1615 Loch
Some physicians believe treatment is important to
by her parents, Michelle Lomond, Murray, phone 753that most cases do not try to prevent any damage
--Magiago--Angie
Marine: and_-3508- after 5:00. p. _m., or
child's
brain-in-wrier—
to
the
require any medication
'
Robbie Marine:
Marilyn Herndqn, 1620 Kirkwhile the child is well and to attempt to assure that
The prizes awarded Marcy wood, Murray, phone 753-8072.
prefer prompt treatment he can live a more normal
as third runner-up were a $25
to control fever and eradi- life in later years

University Church
Of Christ
106 North 14th St.
(Across the Street from Sparks Administration Bldg. on KU Campus)

Is Delighted
To Bring

Jay
Lockhart
Back To Western, Ky.
For A Special
Series of Meetings

Your Individual
Horoscope

March 26th-31st
Sunday
9:30 a.m.,10:30 p.m.,6:00 p.m.

Monday-Friday
7:00 a.m.,7:30 a.m.,7:00 p.m.
Off Street Parking - Staff Nursing

"It's the Greatest Thing In The
World To Be A Christian"

- -Kentucky:Little Miss-1977-
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
unexpected encounter
with the "right" person
brightens your proseects for
attaining an almost "im-possible" goal.

A.

ark%

TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)°Cr,

Certain events can act as
guideposts to the future. Keep
attuned to new trends and don't
miss a trick.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Don't try to buck present
trends,or you may find yourself
at unhappy variance with
associates who-could be helpful.
Scrutinize
all
offerings
carefully.

Boa,

CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)SO
Be flexible but not easily
turned by every wind that
blows; eager to take new steps
forward, but not at the risk of
future losses or set-backs.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may now have the
responsibility of handling
another:a financial affairs. Do
so with care. Dependence on
you is great.

.-
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Frances Drake FOR MONDAY,MARCH 27,1978

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nP
A bit of friendly advice could
mushroom into a profitable
move.Don't hesitate to grab the
-chance when you get it.

Jay Lockhart
Sugar Land, Texas

Miss Marcy Dawn Marine

OPia sattian."1:1041011E-10' Ses OF*:
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principles. Some misleading
influences prevail.

On Any 20 Exposure
Di VFLOPED& PRINTED

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect
and extraordinary intuition;

LAW. ONE ROLL PER COLIPOIV

rn-V.̀ "wismsomsars *JO 'r.ra

are extremely ambitious and
talented along many lines. You
thrive on attention - and, in
many cases, you attract it with
great and brilliant achievement. Fields in which you can
shine include music, the
theater, medicine, the law,
physics,.statesmanship. Traits
to conquer: stubbornness,
overaggressiveness. Birthdate
of: W.K. Roentgen, physicist;
inventor of the X-ray; Gloria
Swanson, actress; Sarah
Vaughan, singer.
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Meet At College

20 EXPOSURE SLIDES

Orria,

NO 14 EXPOSURE

Super 9 ot Rer•14, 11 iNunnes

The Murray Branch of
American Association of
University
women. met
Tuesday, March 21, in the new
library of the relocated MidContinent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield.
Mrs. Anne Markham,
retired member of the English
faculty at Murray State
University, took the members
on a tour of the attractive new
library at the school of which
Mrs. Markham is livrarian.
"Women -As Agents of
Change" was the subject of
the "program presented by
Mrs. Betty Boston who was
introducted by the president,
Mrs. Margaret Terhune. •

1741111pc.

Bea 44

1:771V.:=1131.,

=31=1M=ra
Any 12

1
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Exposure
F Im
61Nea-

BIG It*

Bel-Air Shopping Center

.

9-9 Mon.-Set.
1-6 Sun.

LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Friends will make demands
on your time, energyand-cstr -

Be wary. One who is especially
aggressive may pose a real
problem. Counteract with tact,
poise.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 171/1
'
Frustration CAN be avoided;
so can indecision and lack of
faith in your own talents. Meet
with others to talk over mutual
problems and possible opposition.

CAPP I

manner.
CAPRICORN
Ape
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) •cf Ck..1"1'
Recall an old tack or
maneuver that could inspire,
invigorate this day. Not
everything new is THE thing,
you know.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences auspicious.
Put your mind and keen powers
of observation to work, but
make
DON'T
impulsive
decisions. A good day for accomplishment.
PISCES
)(.'
C
'A.
( Feb. 29to Mar. 20)
Rule out extremes and foolish
chance-taking. Maintain a
steady hand, a watchful eyeend

WALT DISOKY
mociumaves

AN
DAVID RIVEN,HELEN HAVES.
JOENE FOSTER. L FORAcKERN

Weekend Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 2:30 'tit 4:20
Capri & Cheri

Ihni 4/13

7 20.9 20
2 30Sat Sun

An experience in terror

THE

F

KIRK DOUGLAS
JOHN CASSAVETES
CARRIE SNODGRESS "

AI

Late Show Fri. IL Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment
18 Or Over Only

A Great Weekend Consists
Of One Of These Four
Entertainment Winners

lit 1,141.1114.1yo

Aft
41444t” IINA1141,

,{-

Final Weak!

Ce4a

Thre Thor.

7 n.9 10
2 305un

I lie sinr%
of a »inner.
ONE

ON
ONE

a determination not to forsake
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Ancient secrets
or lost Fortune_
all hidden at

SAGITTARIUS

(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You now have the inside track
in a number of ways - if you
will just recognize opportunities
when available and handlethem in your usual clever
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ANXIETY
A Psycho-Comedy
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"We do more
thalLjust fill out
tax forms. We
can help save
you money."
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
William Mengel of Murray
has been
Route Four
dismissed from the Western_
•adifcifi-.°slit
Pi

Mem
INI INF

Henry W

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, was Rollie
Lovett of Hardin.

Block

People don't come to H&R
Block just to have their tax
firms filled out They come
because Block can help them
save money. We dig for every
honest deduction and credit
That's Reason No. 1 why
Fl&R Block should do your
taxes.

1Daut.

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
753-9244
OFFICE HOURS:
tam toll pm Weekdays
tam to5 pm Sat.

Subscribers vibe bare en
received Moir brome-Ielivered
espy of The "arm Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.n. Meader
May or by 3:34 p. ss on Sattwdays are urged to call 753-916
between 5:01 p.
sled 6 p.n.,
Meaday-Friday, or 3:30 p.n.
sad 4p. n. Saturdays. to Nears
delivery of ifor newspaper. Calls
man be pieced by 6,p.n. wondays or 1 p.n. Saterdays is
guaranimi Minify;
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It's Time
To Plant
r Tomato
Plants
r Cabbage
rStrawberry
Plants
AA'Perennials ...Creeping Hocks
...Tuberous Begonia
....Gladiolas .0 Rhubarb
r Broccoli r Cauliflower
...Asparagus r Brussel Sprouts
...Cannon Bulbs

Phone Sales Annoy
Potential Customers
By AbidailVan Buren
DEAR ABBY I just got interrupted for about the 200th
time by some lazy salesman who insists on calling me to
,
the telephone to give me a sales pitch.
I must answer my phone because it could be an
important call, but I get furious when these pests who are
trying to sell me something start in.
I have finally figured out a way to beat.this system, and
you can help by organizing a nationwide program of attack.
Tell your readers that when they get these calls (especially
long distance), to say hello, and the minute the pitch starts,
to lay down the telephone and let the person talk. When
they discover that no one is listening and they have to pay
- e call, the method will ge too ex—pensive to
for a long aiatanc
continue. If you just hang up, it, saves them time and
money, and they go on to their next victim.
BENNETTSVILLE,S.C.
DEAR S.C.: I agree, telephone solicitation is an
intrusion, and I have yet to meet anyone who appreciates
such calls.. More often than not, people are disturbed,
inconvenienced and annoyed, which tends to antagonize
them and turn them off whatever is being advertised.
However, a better method of discouraging such calls is to
politely tell the telephone salesman that because you have
been inconvenienced, you will NOT buy his product or
service.
DEAR ABBY: After 14 years of marriage and two
-that-my husband had a girlfriend. She
children, 1-found
was a young divorcee, and nothing special by anybody'sstandards. He admitted that he had been seeing her for
two years. Abby, we had a good marriage and a very
active sex _life, so that wasn't it.
divorced him, toVing anti hating-him at—the- same...time_
He has been a free man for six months now and he hasn't
married the other woman. What's stopping him?
My question: Why would a married man fool around and
risk losing a wife who loved,him, and children who idolized
him, and then not jump at the chance to marry the woman
who caused it all?
PALM SPRINGS,CALIF.
DEAR SPRLNGS: Because some married people are
fascinated with "playing house" on the side. They enjoy
dreaming, fantasizing, and verbalizing with a lover, secure
in the knowledge that nothing can materialize because
they're Safely married. But after the circumstances
change, and they realize that the fantasies can become a
reality, the "dream" suddenly loses its appeal.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 19-year-old male college student
who has recently accepted the fact that I am a homosexual
Heretofore, I had tried to convince myself that I was
bisexual, but I'm realizing that I was wrong.
I never "chose- to be a homosexual. ICS jtik what I
happened to be. I was raised with land found appealingi
the idea of marrying, raising a family and living a normal
life. Believe me, Abby, I wanted that more than anything. I
doubt if "straight" people know of the heartache felt
those homosexuals who truly want but never can achieve
this lifestyle.
Why anyone would "choose- to be gay is beyond me. I
have been attracted to males ever since fifth grade, and
nowhere in my sexual development do I recall "choosing
to like men instead of women. It was just a spontaneous
uncontrollable inclination I had. I wasn't "taught," I wasn't
"molested.- I've always felt this way. I have two older
brothers who had the same parents and samt
environment, and they are "straight."
In no way do I blame myself for this. I had no control
over it. Mine is a life of shame, loneliness, depression and
frustration, and believe me, Abby. I did not choose it
ACCIDENTALLY GAY

CONFIDENTIAL TO "HATES TO LOSE": You're
normal. Nobody likes to lose. A "good loser" is simply a
convincing actor who is trying to be a good sport.

on•;st
(
"II GARDEN CENTER

500 N. 4th

753-3944 or 753-3231

BEETLE BAILEY
WHAT A
WHAT
MISERABLY
A
HORRIBLE
DAY!
DAY

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 124 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

AYV, WHY PONT YOCr
FORGET ABOUT IT
AND HEAP FOR
HOME, GENERAL?

Saturday, March 25
Horse and Mule Pulling
contest will beheld at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, with mule pulling
at five p. m. and horse pulling
at seven p. m.

Tuesday,March ZS
on
debates
Public
"Marijuana Being Legalized"
will be held at the nursing
building auditorium, Murray
State University, at seven p.
m. Public is invited.
Tau Phi Lambda sorority of
Woodman of World will meet
,with Jean Fticherson, 1602
Parklane, at seven p. m.
Interdenominational Bible
Study will be held at Gleason
Hall, North 12th and Payne
Streets,„kturray, at 1:30'2, in.

Dexter Senior Citizens will
Murray State Racers and meet at Dexter Center at 9:30
Middle Tennessee will meet in a. m.
a double-header baseball
game at Reagan Field,
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
Mitria,X.StAe-for activities by the Senior
Murray Civitan Club will Citizens. Call 753-0929 for
operate
Trenholms information.
Restaurant for the annual
pancake day from five a.m. to
Murray TOPS Chili will
two p.m. Tickets are $1.50
meet at Health Center at
each.
seven p. m.
Bake sale will be held in
front of Singer's in Bel Air
Shopping Center, Murray, by
th.e,.Missionary Society of
Chestnut arove-Ctur&.Easter Egg titnit,-.1.O.L
children, twelve and under,
will be held by Essence Club
and 20 Grand of Murray State
on the back lawn of Regents
Hall, from one to three p.m.
Parents may accompany their
children and prizes will be
awarded.

Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Baseball -games at Reagan
Field, MSU, will be Missouri
,vs. Valparaiso at ten a. m.;
North Dakota V3. Murray
State at one p. m.; Murray
State vs. Valparaiso at three
p. m.

903 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-9909
Dr. Bryan L. Thacker

Wise is a chiropractic patient?
Chiropractic is the art and science of natural healing
through spinal manipulation and specific
musculoskeletal and neuronal technics. It is a preventative and corrective procedure of health care.
Through natural means chiropractic can stop or slow
down acute or chronic conditions working with the
body's own recuperative powers to heal. Chiropractic
does not use drugs or surgery to accomplish this. Those
cases needing specific medical attention are referred
to medical specialists. Drug therapy is often necessary
in life saving or emergency situations, however, it
many times will only cover up symptoms while the condition continues to grow and reoccur. Chiropractic
does not cover up symptoms. instead it deals with the
cause of the problem. Listed below are just a few of the .
types of problems that are often of a chiropractic
nature. These and many others are helped everyday in
chiropractic officeS.

Headaches
Nervousness
Back Ache
Sciatica
Whiplash
Arthritis

Migraine
Stiffness
Scholiesis
Nigh Blood Pressure
Menstrual Cramps
Chronic Pain

Chiropractic often helps when other methods fail.
Chiropractic gets results and works with nature's
governing healing laws. Workmen's compensation and
most major insurance companies cover chiropractic
Care.

-46

Sunday, March ZS
Calloway County Singing
Convention will be held at the
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church, U. S. Highway 641 North, at 1:30 p.m.
Sassafras tea party, 45
minute walk with naturalist,
will start at two p.m. at Center
Station, Land -Between the
Lakes.
Joint golden wedding anniversary celebration of Mr.
and Mrs. Noble Freeland and
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Hart will
be held at the Hazel Community Center from two to
five p.m. All relatives and
friends are invited.
Community wide Easter
Sunrise service will be at
Stewart Stadium, Murray
State, at six a.m. Coffee and
donuts will be served by
groups friiin the First
Christian Church.
Easter sunrise service will
be held at Elm Grove Baptist
Church at 6:30 a.m.
Sunrise service will be held
Easter morning at six a.m. at
the Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
Monday, March 27
Adult Great Books Group
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Solon Bucy, 408 South Ilth
Street, at seven p.m. with Dr.
David C. Roos as the leader.
Creative Arts Department
of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:30
a.m.
County
Murray-Calloway
League of Women Voters are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will Meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive Streets, at seven
p.m.
Baseball games at Reagan
Field, Murray State, will
feature Eastern Michigan vs.
Valparaiso at ten a.m.,
Eastern Michigan vs. Murray
State at one p.m., and
Valparaiso vs. Murray, State
at three p.m.
Murray State Racers'
Spring practice sessions for
football will open at Stewart
Stadium at three p.m.

Ats,

Murray
-Chiropractic
Center

CALE NDAR

Open house will be held by
the Murray State ROTC in the
parking lot of Stewart
Stadium from nine a.m. to
three p.m.

DEAR GAY: I believe you, and I know that you speak
for many. but you need not continue in a life of loneliness
depression and frustration. Homosexual counseling is
available. and I recommend it. You desperately need to
accept yourself and respect yourself. And you are a,
entitled to happiness and a full life as any other human
being. God bless.

"For Ivory Blooming 71liag"
Shop...

COMMUNITY

Hazel High School Alumni
Dinner will be held at the
Hazel Community Center at
seven p.m.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
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This House
Could Catch Fire
Aug Minute
On the outside it doesn't look much
different from the other houses in the
neighborhood. But inside it has faulty
wiring, a fire hazard.
If your home shows any sign of
inadequate wiring — TV picture shrinks
when an appliance kicks on; lights often
dim or flicker for no apparent reason;
fuses blow or breakers trip time after time
— have a qualified electrician check it out
at once.

:r.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

L. _1

The Land Bank
Agriculture's long-term lender

NIN

•

_Tilt MANTON
ON 7NE NCX/OE8OAT... I COL. WEE K5...HE'5
,
NO BANDIT. I WAS.
AT HIS WEDDING!
5IR, WE ARE 6RATEFUL.
YOU SAVED OUR LIVES.
IF )OLJ ARE„.ER A
BANDIT, LEAVE

THIS IS ALL...
MOSTIRREGULAR.
I MEAN...
CONFUSING.

MORE THAN
YOU CAN
KNOW, COL.
WEEKS.

WHERE
ARE WE
RUNNING
(PUFF) TO,
MAC

AS FAR 4‘
WE CAN FR(.THAT
,N1A6KE

II I

HOODOC!

QUIETLY. WE'LL
NOTREPORT

U.

302 North .7th
Mayfield, Ky.
14 CONTtftetiEf-

LAND BANK
"Ltoirrnimr
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Standing (

in
published
article
An
an
of
reminiscenses
1818,
jold-timer in Caldwell County,
paints a vivid picture of what life was
like when he was a boy, in the 1840's. At
that time, this part of Kentucky was a
virtual wilderness, with scattered
cabins and very few communities of
any size. Buffalos still roamed free
across the countryside, and wolves
proved to be a real problem to the
early farmers, causing much
depradation among their livestock.
Almost all the early settlers who
emigrated into Kentucky, whether on
foot or by flatboat, brought at least a
milk cow along, and when it was
possible they also brought a hog or two,
or a sheep. These animals were highly
important ,to the early pioneers and

Editor, Murray Ledger 8:
Times. P. O. Box 32. Murray. Ky.

Humane4 Speaking

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

'A Stitch In Time...'

use as a title for their venture,
"Committee of United States Citizens.
for the Canal Treaties." Someone name
the real officials of the "American
Committee" who distributed through
U. S. Mails and other means a package
requesting funds in support of said
Treaties, along with a brochure setting
out their views? I want to frankly say,
"Ten questions with answers contained
in said pamphlet is a most advanced
form of scurrilous semeiotic attainment in the realm of public
deception." Senator Wendell H. Ford
believes and has faith in the citizens of
our Republic and disregards lobbyist
and executive department bushwacking tactics of countries involved
with the Canal Treaties.
We believe, Senator Wendell H. Ford
will continue to listen and consider
views of his constituents. No one should
be misled by unscientific polls and
slanted media coverage of this Canal
issue. Take a poll yourself,. I did last
Friday. More than twelve persons who
were interviewed or publicly expressed
their views were against these
proposed Treaties. One was non-conunital.
Lastly, citizens of Kentucky and the
nation should look forward to the next
Democratic National Convention with a
hope and prayer that Senator Ford will
be nominated for the highest office in
our land.

By The Associated Press

f0,01IN lif)tc. )

Life In 1840

ilresseil to

Today In Histor).
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I The purpose of this column
pro), i,ie an avenue for the free exchcinge of•liffering opinions. Reader
response to Open Forum articles is
encouraged and letters I/10y be ad-

By BROWN C.TUCKER
Thursday, March 16: 1978 will be a
day this septuagenarian lad will long
remember. Our distinguished United
States Senator of Kentucky, the Hon.
Wendell H. Ford. stood in the halls of
congress on this day and cast his vote
against the Panama Canal -Neutrality
Treaty and in the best interest of our
great country. Such a courageous vote
instills in me the desire to. be a useful
octogenarian.
Believing that Senator Ford as I do
wants to support a Treaty which will be
fair and just to citizens of the United
States and Panama, it is hoped eventually this day will appear. However, to
take a strong stand in the face pf
executive arm-twisting and a chance to
• trade his vote for such rumored
rruscellanv as copper stockpiles, Water
projects, undesireable farm legislation,
• belief for overspent municipalles,
•ethnic group insurance, and especially
' against a giant lobbying organization
which calls themselves, -The Committee of Americans for the Canal
Treaties' deserves the respect of every
s --citizen in Kentucky and the nation.
Definition of an "American," no
doubt. could include Patagonian
sheepherdtTs. left wingers in Chile,
Puerto Rico, Castro-ites, Russianites,
misled United States citizens and on
north to 'seal hunters on Baffin Land.
Thank goodness, the founders of "The
American Committee" didn't choose to

Although dogs and cats can breed any
time during the year, the peak seasons
for new-born kittens and puppies are_
spring and early fall. Each unwanted
litter adds to the avalanche of offspring
which spills over into streets, alleys,
and highways as callous owners attempt to solve their problems of
"getting rid" of kittens and pups by
dumping them, hoping some of them
anyway that someone kinder than they
will take them in and exercise their
legal and moral responsibilities for
them.
Few animals dumped by their owners
upon the streets or the countryside to
fend for themselves or find sympatehtic
human beings survive more than a few
weeks. They become ready victims for
autos, disease, roving dogs, human
cruelty, and starvation.- And many
animals whose owners "got rid of"
them which too often means they were
forced upon reluctant friends and
relative; do not suffer much better
fates. Their new owners fail to provide
necessary medical care (such as
worming and distemper shots), sufficient food and water, and adequate
shelter. Only •a small fraction of the
offspring born each spring and fall find
"good" homes and survive to become
healthy adults.
Most ofthe young would be far better
off never to have been born in the first
place! How much cruelty (and how
much inconvenience) could be avoided
if owners would spay their female dogs
and cats to prevent the production of
unwanted offspring! With justification,
spaying is often called "the basic
solution" by experts on animal control.
Programs designed to deal only with
the flood of kittens and puppies cannot
hope to succeed. Animals breeding
without restriction can easily outstrip
any feasible welfare program. Only
when a vigorous program of spaying is
pursued; only when owners exercise
their own responsibility toward their
own animals and have them spayed can
humane societies and local government
hope to cope with the animal population
•
.
explosion.
Spaying is not a serious operation
which endangers the health of the
animal. It does not "ruin" the animal or
make her fat. And your pet will not be a
better pet for having had at least one
litter. Please — exercise your
responsibility to your pet and to your
neighbors now Have her spayed now
before the avalanche begins.

Today is Saturday, March 25, the 84th
day of 1978. There are 281 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1821, Greek patriots
began a revolt against domination by
the Ottoman Empire. The uprising
ended 12 years later with the estab• lisment of the independent Kingdom of
Greece.
The Humane Society and the local
On this date:
veterinarians— are sponsproing a'
In 1634, colonists under Lord
'temporary low-cost spaying program to
Baltimore reached Maryland.
enable individuals who could not
In 1865, in the Civil War, Confederate
otherwise afford to do so to spay their
forces captured Fort Stedman in
cats and dogs. Under the program, the
Virginia.
1[1,1883, a revolution broke out in
Haiti.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
In 1941, in World War II, Yugoslavia
Editorials, columns and other
joined the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Alliance.
opinionated articles on this page are
In 1947, Ill miners were killed in a
presented for the purpose of
coal mine explosion at Centralia, M.
providing' a forum for the free
In 1965, the Rev. Martin Luther King
exchange of differing opinions.
Jr. led 25,000 civil rights marchers to
We at The Murray Ledger &
the Alabama state capitol building in
Times strongly believe that to limit
Montgomery.
opinionated articles to only those
Ten -years ago: The Communist
which parrallel the editorial,
government in Poland fired six
philosophy of thii newspaper would '
professors at Warsaw University,
be a disservice to our readers.
accusing them of aiding dissident
Therefore, we encourage readers
students.
who do not agree with an 'editorial
Five years ago: President Richard
stand or the ideas presented by an
Nixon ordered the remaining U.S.
individual writer in a column or
forces in Vietnam to stay on until all
other article, to respond with their
American prisoners of war had been refeelings on the particular issues
leased.
being discussed with a letter to the
One year ago: A step was taken
editor.
toward normal U. S. relations with
By the same token, if an issue has
Cuba as the Carter administration
not been discussed on this page and
lifted a ban on the spending of dollars
a reader feels that the issue merits
by american visitors to the island.
the attention of the general. public,
Today's birthday: Actress Nancy
we welcome a letter to the editor or
Kelly4s 57 years old.
an authored article on whatever that
Thought for today: One great use of
topic might be.
words is to hide our thoughts —
Voltaire, French writer, 1694-1778.

Juils Nlaupin

cost of spaying will be reduced by $10
for an animal only if a certificate from
the Hwnane_Society is presented to
-either Dr. Converse, Dr. Brown;or Dr:
Warner. Individuals who can qualify
for the program by reason of income
should call 753-3535.
PET OF THE WEEK
-Ginger" is a friendly, frisky, copper-colored dog who waits anxiously for
someone who will give her the love and

Joe Dick, Ray Brownfield, Jimmy
Boone,and Dr. Harry Sparks have been
elected asnew directors of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
PFC Van A. Johnson, son of- Mrs.
Pearl Johnson, is now serving with the
United States Army in Vietnam.
Mrs. R. D. McDaniel, Mrs. Max
Farley, Mrs. James Witherspoon, Mrs.
Larry Curd, Mrs. Lowell Palmer, Mrs.
Ernest Madrey, Mrs. Carrol Harrison,
Mrs. Anti Kelly, and Mrs. Barletta

Wrather of Calloway County will leave
tomorrow to attend the annual meeting
of the Kentucky Federation of
Homemakers Clubs at Lexington.
New Hope and Sulphur Spring
Methodist Churches will hold a joint
homecoming on March 31 at the New
Hope Church.
Bill Ed Hendon, Bobby Spiceland,
and Harold Houston are officers of the
New Concord Adult Farmer Class
taught by W. H. Brooks.

20 Years Ag?
Ernie Rob Bailey, Murray Training
School student and member of the 4-H
Club, had the grand champion of the
Animal 4-H and FFAHog Show and sale
held yesterday at the Murray Livestock
Company. Reserve champion was
,hown by Ralph Oliver of the Murray
framing School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America.
Deaths reported include Eaker
Farmer, age 64.
Carolyn Parker, daughter of Mr. and
Mts. Jack Parker and eighth grade
student at Kirksey High School, won the
Calloway County Spelling Match held
March 22 at the court house. Randy
Patterson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Randall

Patterson and student at New Concord,
placed second, and Barbara Steele,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John R.
Steele- and" sliidat Faxon, p1acddthird.
-The Murray Knights beat Possum
Trot and Hardin beat Mayfield Sundrop
in games of the Atomic Valley
Independent Basketball League
Tournament held at the Carr Health
Building here.
Dr. Alta Presson of the Home
Economics Department, Murray State
College, spoke on "Fruits and Bread"
at the meeting of the Alpha Department
of Murray Woman's Club.

30 Years Ago
The Murray Lions Club will set pine
trees on at least two acres on a site
seven miles from Murray on the
Eggners Ferry Highway on March 29 as
kindness she needs, and who needs the a part of the reforestation project in
loyalty and companionship she offers. Calloway County.
The Ryan Milk Company announced
Since she was abandoned by her owner
several weeks ago, she has been cared 'today that effective April I the price of
milk will be reduced one cent per quart
for by the local Society. She is about Six
months old and looks to be part hound. on all types of sweet milk.
The Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer has
She is gentle and loving and would
resigned as pastor of the First Baptist
make a good pet for a child. If you are
looking for a pet, why nottake a look at Church to accept the pastorate of the
"Ginger." Call 753-5923 or 753-3994.

Immanuel Baptist Church of Fort
Smith, Ark.
Edna Parker, Maggie Woods,
Mildred Dunn, and Era Walton of
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star attended the OES
School at Cadiz on March 23.
IA. Gov. Lawrence W. Weatherby of
Anchorage has been the guest of
Senator George E. Overbey on a fishing
and camping trip in the Center Ridge
Area of Kentucky Lake.

40 Years Ago,

If you would like to comment on these
columns or would like information
about the Humane Society, please write
The Humane Society of Calloway
County, P. 0. Box 2934, University
Station, Murray, Kentucky 42071, or
call 753-3994.

Isn't It The Truth
Members of the 94th Congress, please
take note: We change our minds about
politicians from one election to the
next, often losing our enthusiasm for
the officeholders we once helped to
elect; especially when they have been
so awfully busy helping themselves.

WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray
&
Ledger
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
9. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office,751-1852
Rep, Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislatovs may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in sevion by dialing i564-2500 or by writitig to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Rielultd Weisenberger
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C Imes
201 S.3rd Street _
Murray, Ky. 4i071

Elna Frances Williams, eighth grade
student at New Concord High School
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milton'
Williams, is the Calloway County
champion speller and will compete in
the state contest at Louisville April 13
and 14.
Building and remodeling have really
taken a boom during the past week, according to Marvin Fulton of the
Murray Lumber Company.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Ella Jones, age 79, Cratus
Cleaver, age 78, and R. W. Walker, age
86.
Phil Cutchin, Sue Upchurch, Mary
Elizabeth Crass, Martha Lou Barber,
and John L. Roach are Murray High
School seniors named to the National
Honor Society, according to Ed
Filbeck, principal.
Approximately 1,000 high school

seniors, principals, and superintendents are expected to participate in
the High School Senior Day at Murray
State College on April 1, according to
Prof. E. H.Smith, head of the extension
department.
Circuit Court Clerk Claude Miller has
released the names of the jury list for
the Circuit Court term to begin April 11.
Ben Grogan, Earlene Burkeen, Nell
Suiter, Claudine Phillips, Brooksie Nell
Burkeen, Dortha Caldwell, James
Stroud, 'Howard Belcher, Haywood
Bedwell, Covington Reeves, and H. B.
McMillen are members of the cast of
the play, "Spooky Tavern" to be
presented by the Sophomore class at
Almo High School on April 2.
• Sharpe beat Maysville for the
championship of the Kentucky High
School Basketball Tournament played
at Lexington.

50 YeArs Ago
Eleven cars and the caboose of the
northbound freight train were derailed
on the N. C.& St. L. railroad truck near
Tobacco in Calloway County on March
21.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. A. A. Thomas, age 69, John
Burress, Curd Churchill, James Iva
Gregory, Jr., and L. W.(Van) Carson.
The Murray Woman's Club and the
Murray Magazine Club will sponsor the
clean up week in Murray at an early
date, according to plans made at a
meeting held at the home of Mrs. J. D.
Rowlett.
Barber Edwards, president, and E C.
Palmer, secretary, announced the
Calloway County Singing Convention
will be held March 30 and 31 at the
Locust Grove Church of the Nazarene.
The new club room of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club located in the First National Bank
Building was the scene of the demonstration by the Kentucky-Tennessee
Light and Power Company last
weekend. The new B&PW Club has 33
members.
Mrs. H. E. Wall, Jr., and Mrs. M. D.
Holton have been named among the
winners in the competition by laundryowners in the United States and
Canada on letters on "Why The
Laundry Should Do My Washing."

Galen Gough, athletic celebrity and
holder of many world records for feats
of strength, gave demonstrations of his
strength yesterday on the court square
and at Murray High School.
A new serial, "The Masked Menace"
starring Larry Kent and Jean Arthur,
will start March 30 at the Capitol
Theatre.
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were closely guard.
Although the country was thickly
wooded, the trees in themselves did not
cause as much hindrance to clearing
the land as did the cane and underbrush. Many frontiersnen became
deeply discouraged with the "battle of
the canebrake" which would grow back
almost as fast as It was hacked away.
But little by little, land would be
cleared for planting. Usually the first
priority for the homesteader was
shelter, which might first be merely a
lean-to constructed of the actual flatboats which had brought them to their
new homes.
Then, when some trees had been
cleared, a crude log cabin would be
built, usually only One room at first,
- with a dirt floor, no windows,. and a
chimney of rocks and mud. Later on, as
time permitted, a lean-to would be
added and possibly anothtr room or
two. The floor might be covered with
puncheons. Some farmers, during the
non-farming season, would set themselves to building a better home for
their families, which could be made up
of as many as eight children. This new
home would be raised off the ground by
boulders stacked at each corner, with a
real wood floor and a more substantial
fireplace, relegating the original home
to its place as a barn or other outhouse.
Some of the early pioneers, in their
free time, turned craftsmen, building
simple furniture for themselves and
their neighbors. Some of the little
"mule ear" chairs, with their crudely
woven. bottoms, still exist today, to
attest to these early craftsmen's skills.
Others built coffins, to be supplied —
usually at no cost — when the need
arose.
There were few general stores at that
time, and usually at great distance, so
the people were forced to be selfsufficient, producing their simple needs
on their own farms. Corn was the "staff
of life," being coarsely ground by water
mills for us in cooking and as stock
feed.(An interesting note here, is that
evidently, even after the corn was
ground, it needed further fine-grinding
to be palatable. Anyone who has read

• ••

Andersonville,the story of the Southern
prisoner of war camp during the Civil
War, will recall that the prisoners were
issued this coarsely ground corn,
usually also full of vermin, as the stock
item of their diet. It is said that this
meal caused so much irritation to the
digestive system of these men that it
was virtually indigestible, and caused
many deaths.)
Vegetables as we know them now
were few,although there was usually a
turnip bed on each farm, this vegetable
serving both the family and as livestock
feed. There was an abundance of
squirrel, rabbit, deer and other wildlife
for meat. An early pioneer's gun was
rarely far from his side.
There were no churches or schools in
those days. Itinerant preachers spent
their whole lives traveling from place
to place on horseback, holding services
in peoples' homes whenever possible. A
little later, sometimes groups of neighbors would get together and construct a
one-room cabin to be used by the
community as both church and school,
hiring a neighbor who was a little more
literate than the rest to instruct the
children in the basic three R's. The
student who could master arithmetic to
the simple rule of three was considered
an expert mathematician in those days.
The average school year was three
months, during the non-growing season
when the youth could not work in the
fields. These times wete anticipated by
the children for the association they
had with others their-age, as well as a
short relief from labor. The early
teachers, almost always men, were.
paid, if they were lucky, $2 a pupil, but'
many times this fee would be paid in
produce or labor.
Farm implements were homemade
and crude, with what iron work involved done by local blacksmiths, when
they became available. Shoes, which were worn only in cold weather, were
home-made, from the hides of a
deceased cow or other animal. Combs
were made from the horns of the cows,
boiled until soft and then. sawed and •
pressed into shape.
The first taxes were levied about this •
time. As we all sit down to figure out •
what we owe.the goiernment7 we may .
feel some envy for the author of these
reminiscences, who commented that,
his taxes that year amounted to a
whopping 37's cents. Those were the
days!

1

Bible Thought
"No servant can serve two masters:
for either he will hate the one, and
love the other; or else he will hold
to the one, and despise the other. Ye
cannot serve God and mammon."
Luke 16:13
Ambivalence

always

haunts

the

child of God

.. someone has said
thai we love God too much to enjoy
sin, bUI pie love sinning too much to
enjoy fellowship with Cod!

••••••
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Homeowners
Encounter
Double Shock
Many homeowners encounter a double &seek when
disaster strikes their home.
The first shock is when they
discover their dwelling has
been destroyed or ravaged by
fire or ransacked by burglars.
The second shock is caused
by the discovery that inflation
has increased the value of
their personal possessions so
much that the insurance
policy limits have been
exhausted before they can
recover all of their loss.
To counter this second
shock, a major 1nm-frame
company is now offering a
policy in some states which
offers replacement value for
personal property items.

BANK OFFICIALS — The. Dees Bank of Hazel officials were present for the annual
dinner of the Hazel Adult Farmer Class held March 11 at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. This was the sixteenth straight year for the bank to host to dinner which
is now taught by Jamie Potts. Carman Parks, long time-teacher, -n4w retired, was
presented with a special plaque from the class with the cost being paid by the bank.
The class holds classes in the community room of the bank at Hazel. The Dees Bank of
Hazel was organizedia4une4916 and was one of the first banks in Wsst Kentucky to
get the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for its depositors. Pictured, left to right,
are Randall Patterson, president; Brenda Overcast, proof machine operator; Carolyn
Alton, bookkeeper; Eva Lois Raspberry and Velma Miller, tellers. Not present was Bobby I. Latimer, cashier. The Dees Bank now has assets of slightly under eleven million
dollars, according to Patterson.
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*HOME
*AUTO
*BUSINESS
*FARM
*LIABILITY
Call 753-4451

PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock

SBA Official
In Paducah
The Small Business Administration's business loans
and counseling services have
helped thousands of small
firms originate, expand, and
prosper. Prospective new
business owners, as well as
persons already in business,
will have the opportunity to
find out about assistance'
available from SBA
a on the
first. Thursday of each month
in Paducah.
A representative from the
Service Corps of Retired
Executives (SCORE) will be
at this agency's part-time
office at City Hall, Comm i ssi on er's Chambers
(second floor), Paducah,
Thursday, April 6, 1978 from
9:00 a. m. til 12:00 noon.
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Ed Parker
Is Honored

$450 100 Count or $375° per 1,000

PRINTING
Winchester Services
Vng"
,
Pe'
"The Businessmoi's
753-5397
—
102 North 4th Street — Murray, Ky. 42071

For the third consecutive
year, Ed Parker of Jim Fain
Motors, Inc., Murray, has
been named to the Diamond
Chapter of the Dodge Delta
Sales Club-.
The -Diamond -Chapter
represents the top one per cent
of all Dodge salesmen in the
nation. Diamond Chapter
Members were honored
March 11, 1978 at a banquet
held at St. Louis.

McNeelys'
Receive
Awards
Mt. Vernon, Illinois, was the
setting for the Regal 8 Inns
Midwest Regional Conference
on March 0-18.
During the conference.
which was held at the CorInn
8
Regal
porate
Headquarters, various topics
as marketing, preventive
maintenance, safety
leadership, and Regal 8 Inn
Procedures were discussed
and reviewed. On Friday
evening, the 1977-78 awards
were presented to the
managers for their outaccomplishments.
standing
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie
McNeely, managers of the
Murray Regal 8 Inn, weri
presented with the Outstanding Public Relations
Award and the Outstanding
Occupancy
Increase in
Award. Linda has been in the
employ of Regal 8 Inns since
February 6, 1976, and Guthrie
has been with the company
since July 7, 1976.
Area businessmen who are
interested in Regal 8 Inns'
operations are invited to stop
in and meet the managers.

With the replacement value
endoseineot offered by the
Kemper Insurance Companies, insureds will be paid
for the cost of a brand new
item, without deduction for
depreciation.
Virtually all existing personal property insurance
policies pay only actual cash
value for personal property
stolen or destroyed. That
amount is the replacement
cost of the items less
uepreciation. Depreciation is
determined by the nature of
the item, its use and how long
it has been -owned:- "Because of the massive
increases in the cost of virtually all household items,
coupled with the actual cash
value provision standard in
almost all policies," Maxwell
D. Rudgers, chief insurance
officer of the Kemper Insurance Companies said, "we
found many insureds were not
able to make themselves
'whole' within the terms and
limits of their policies personal property provisions.
"But now, through this
endorsement," Rudgers said,
the independent agents who
represent us make it possible
for our insureds to replace
damaged or stolendry,
property with a brand new
item."
This endorsement does not
apply to property which
cannot be replaced, such as
art objects and antiques,
which should -be scheduled
separately; property not
maintained in good or
workable condition, and
property not being used by the
insured or stored for such use.

SPORTY TRUCIUN'— Mini-truck sales, which set ar0.1-time record last year, are continuing to boom in 1978. Among Toyota's entries in the growing truck market is this
sporty SR-5 long bed Sport Truck. Standard equipment on the versatile SR-5 includes a
rugged 2.2-liter engine,five-speed overdrive transmission, steel-belted radial tires and
sport stripes. Toyota offers several other truck models for 78, including standard and
long bed versions plus commercial and camper cab, chassis units.

Joe Dick
Announces
Promotions
Three promotions were
announced by Joe Dick
chairman of the board of the
Bank of Murray at the regular
bank board meeting in March.
They include the following.
A. W. Simmons Jr. will
serve as Executive VicePresident .in- charge of external affairs, marketing and
advertising. He and his wife
Edwina reside on route foOr
with their three children,
Wilson and_Ward_
Catherine,
Howard Steely will serve as
Executive Vice-President in
charge of internal affairs. He
and his wife Freeda reside on
Lancelot Drive with their
children Kelly and Connie
Wilma Billington was
named director of Purchasing. She and her husband
Mason reside on 1515 Henry
Street with their sons John
and Phillip.

•••.‘‘..\)

DANK NOTES

by Bill Boyd

Rely On Us For
Fast Service!

A few years ago, a man
submitted his tax data to
tax
different
five
preparation services. One
said he owed $141 more,
one said he should get $652
refunded. The others were
in between. No two were
alike.

Our team of experienced pharmacists strive for precision and accuracy in filling all prescriptions
work as quickly as possible to get
your order to you!

The Clinic Pharmacyr

Choose tax services, or any professional help, with
care. Maybe we can help with our suggestions. We're
always willing to try.
PEOPLES BANK
e.

104 N 5th St — 753-8302
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Congratulations
to
Ed Parker
Mr.& Mrs. Guthrie McNeely
A. W.Simmons jr.
Howard Steely
Wilma Billington

The Murray insurnace agency staff from left to right: secretaries foreground: Gina Jackson, Anna Meth
Harris, Melva Matcher, and Ann Thomson. Agents, background: lob Millington, Owen Millington, Tom
Scruggs, Dan Shipley, and Guy Millington.

our
service
Put US to work when
looking to sell. your
goods. Our staff is
on hand to help you
create -ads that get
results! Call us now!
Miirray

Ledger & Times
Ph 753-1919

The entire staff of the Murray Insurance Agency wish to
thank the thousands of customers who have supported us in
our 34 years in the Insurance Business.

ON THIS OUR 34th ANNIVERSARY
WE THANK-MURRAY & CALLOWAY CO.

Murray Insurance Agency
7534751

The
Bel Air Center

PI
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Dan Walker: Football, Music
And FCA Keep Him Quite Busy

in the stunmer-of 1968 and games that year. But I was
By MIKE BRANDON
remained for four years. wanting to give songwriting
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
During the period, he was the one fulltime shot and since my
If Terry Bradshaw can do it,
head wrestling coach for wife had connections in Nashthen so can DertiWaliter.
ville, we decided to try that
Morehead.
A couple of'years ago,
Walker worked primarily route and were there until I
Bradshaw broke into the
Wt. B T Home
with the offensive backs at took the job here," Walker
Ps. Yr.
Birth Ht.
No.
Name
recording business with a
165 R R Paducah, Ky.
OF
2 10/21158
73
Threatt, Tony
4
and three Eagle said.
Morehead
release
of
an
old
Hank
180 R R Evansville, Ind.
Toole',, Greg
OF
3 11/17/56 73
5
"We moved to Murray on
quarterbacks ranked among
Williams
tune,
"I'm
so
72
175 R R St. Louis, Mo.
IF
3 12/19156
Sencihaugh, Steve
6
January 15, Super Bowl Day. I
OVC
during
the
best
in
the
Lonesome
I
Could_Cry." And
160 L R Paducah, Ky.
Luigs, M
IF,OF
4 8/29/55 69
went - to school in Louisville
Walker's stay.
almost overnight, the quar165 R R Nutley, N.J.
Calicchm,hfike
3 10/21/55 70
11
IF
"During my final year at and except for the brief jaunt
73
175 R R Murray, Ky.
1 1015/58
H
Oakley, Jeff
C
terback of the Pittsburgh
•185 L R Evansville, Ind.
74.
IF
3 12,08/56
15
Courtney, Robin
Morehead,, I started writing in Nashville, have lived in
Steelers became a fair-to165 L R Evansville, Ind.
69
OF
2 5;25158
16
Fehn, Torn
more and more. It was dif- Kentucky ever since and I
midlin'
country
sjnger--170 L L Murray, Ky.
74
P
3 9/11i57
17
Miller. Mark
ficult working two sports and really like Kentucky people.
Dan Walker doesn't play
73
165 R R Mt. Vernon; Ind.
P
4
5337/56
18
Durham, Scott
"I particularly like this
trying to write songs so I
football,
he
coaches
it.
Shelburn,
Ind.
Walker
160
R
L
930/57
73
P
3
Miller, Doyle
22
area.
My wife and I like to do a
but
wrestling
out
-of
wanted
L
Evansville,
Ind.
72
170
I,
3
12/2956
P
Rice, Andrew
is one of five assistant coaches
24
69
160 L L Festus, Mo.
P
2 12/09.+57
Grieshaber. Mike
25
had difficulty getting out so I lot of cycle riding and the lake
on the staff of Mike Gottfried
170 14 R Frankfort, .Ky.
OF
2 12/31/57
72
Johnson. Mike
26
took a high school job at area will provide us with allot__
at Murray State but don't be
71
175 R L Loogootee, Ind.
P
3 _1/23/57
Higgins, Mark
2.7
of places to ride. It looks like
Danville," Walker said.
surprised
someday
if
you
tune
170 R R Fredonia, N.Y.
72
3 4/29/57
Kusneske, Kris
C
2r4
as
far as recruiting, I'll be
great
of
couple
had
a
"I
in
the radio and hear Dan
175 R R Perryville, Mo.
OF
3 1014/56
68
Niswonger, Darrell
29
into the Louisville
settling
we
first
year,
years there. Our
2 124/58 69
170 L R Evansville, Ind_
IF,OF
singing away.
Perdue. Doran
10
74
180 L L Goreville,
IF
4 • 9A756
went 5-2-3 and nobody ex- area and as far as my job
12
Cruse, Greg
Fittingly enough, Walker's
71
180 R R Ridgefield Park, N.J.
C
2 8/06/57
33
Teel, Dan
pected us to have .anything. here, I'll be working with the
first song was about football.
72
190 L R Anna.- Ill.- - 1
3;22:59
Hourland, Kevin.
14
The next year, we went 10-1 runningbacks and - quarwas
It
entitled
"Fourth
and
4 1434-56- 72
190 1 14 Alton,
IS
Poe. Ted .
but they were doing some terbacks.
One."
17
P
2 9,2147 25
188 H R Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Vangilder. Clay
"I'm also involved in trying
74
housecleaning and the head
P
2 1219,58
190 -R R Louisville, Ky.
'18
Buechel, Clifford
"It was a novelty-type song
to
get a Fellowship of
190 R R Frankfort, Ky.
IF
3 11/15,56
40
Wagoner. Bill
the
ofwas
coach
(Walker
that just didn't make it,"
4 3.2555
76
185 14. R Evansville, Ind.
Wezet. Mark
P
42
Christian Athletes chapter
coordinator)
was
fired
fensive
Walker
said.
"But
it
did
sell
a
RACER ASSISTANT - D %Volker, who hesiges seething
11.',P
2 11:30/57
73
200 L ..-L South Bend, Ind.
41
Schraw, Jack
going on campus.,
few down in Alabama,"
football ealoys writing oll types of soaps, is Ewe of the new after the season. I didn't want . "I feel,
P
75
185 R R Valparaiso, Ind.
Bradford, David
2 422i57
44
liIc the FCA is
job
at
the
-headcoaching
the
Walker added.
mistimes °grebe staff of Merril State Midi Alike Gottfried
spirtual growth of
portant
for
coaching
time
so
I
got
out
of
Walker was so involved with
(Sluff Motes by Ms Ilesides)
and went to work with my wife the athlete and of course, it's a
his writing -he got out of
football and-Moved to Nash- gospel and some pop. I have Louisville, Walker played at the Kentucky School for the place for kids to come for
support. Sometimes when you
ville and his wife, Anna Faye, around 200 songs. It's just a some ball as a defensive Deaf in Danville." '
get away from home, you can
matter
of
timing
and
getting
as
a
sophomore,
safety
and
missing
began
Walker
landed a job with the music
industry. Even when he was a the best person to perform the played as a safety and as a football and in the summer of let down a little bit and the
quarterback. His junior and 1976, accepted the head FCA gives the opportunity to
highly successful assistant song," Walker said.,
"While in Nashville, I was senior seasons, he went coaching job at Casey County. be ministered to in a similar-.
football coach and the head
"It was a very- young situation or fellowship with
wrestling coach at Morehead, doing some work as an in- completely with defense.'
Asa senior, he was voted as program and we won_ five other athletes."
Dan Walker had a yearning to dustrial painter but then last
get into the song-writing act. fall when football season the most inaproveciplayer on
Chambers 'led
17,
while
Jim
scramble
for
a
loose.
So finally, in May of 1977, started, I began missing the Cardinal squad. Walker
:
APearn_
28-7, with 17 the Walkers packed it up and football and I started hunting played with such people as
Clay,
Henry
giving
Ahrens'
Steve
Curtis
a
Christian County Coach Lyle
around for a coaching job. Of Ernie Green of the Browns,
one-and-one bonus free throw points.
headed to Nashville.
Dunbar celebrated his 43rd
course the only thing that Lee Calland of the Vikings and
30-5, gave
County,
opportunity.
Clay
been
under
"All
the
long,
I'd
birthdly by .sending his
-But Curtis missed the first -heavily favored Central all it contract With T.A.D. Music. suuiu Upell III ule msuuio 01 Ken Kortes-of the Steeler-s
into a quarterfinal game of the
after
Immediately
shot,
Nance grabbed the .could handle in the first half But in the summer of 1977, the year would be a college job
61st Kentucky -111g11 'School'
college,
from
graduating
wouldn't
have
and
if
that
superior after I'd been writing for them
Basketball Tournament. And rebound and a few seconds before yielding to
the second half.
for a year or so, the guy who Worked out, I'd been hunting Walker landed a job at North
Charles Nance gave him quite later added the winning numbers in
hit
four
field
Glenn Bishop
points.
was the head of the company for a good high school job." Hardin High School where he
a birthday present.
Things worked out, just like started the football program.
throws and died. So I was without a
and
two
free
goals
Nance
led
the
Colonels
with
It was an 18-foot jump shot
"I guess I had a certain
song. Walker had worked
of
a
hit
a
pair
Rueben
Estep
publisher.
that lifted Christian County, 15 points, while Curtis had 18
with Gottfried for a year at degree of success there. After
Clay County
outside
shots
as
Ahrens,
23-8.
to
doing
points
for
"I
.went
back
2.545, to a 56-54 win over
1978 Continental Town Car,4 door,only 2,900 miles.
Holmes assured itself 'of a took a surprising 20-10 lead freelance
stuff.
I've Morehead and when Dan a couple of seasons, we
,Louisville Ahrens and into this
a
7-3
record.
I
worked
up
to
period. But Central established pretty good learned Gottfried had the
morning's semifinals against win over Bowling Green, 22-9, after one
1978 Lincoln Vanillas, 4 door,only 1,800 miles. ,
the lead to 31-28 at half- contact with Four Star Music Murray State job, it was just a also helped them get a
Covington Holmes, 33-1, which with a pair of scoring bursts. cut
started
wrestling
program
--time- and, with Patton and had written- a- coupleof matter of making connections.
,got 24 points from Doug The- Bulldogs -overcame an
Get
Off Window Price
breaking loose for 10 points pieces for Jerry Reed but then After getting an interview there then eventually, became
Schloemer in blowing past early deficit by scoring 15
late in the third quarter, he went and changed his style. from Gottfried, Walker signed the wrestling coach.
19-10
unanswered
points
for
a
Bowling Green 83-71.
For Kentucky Sales Tax
"We had two undefeated
ahead 49-37 in the
"Actually, the stuff I wrote on at MSU.
The ' other morning game lead with 1:05 left in the first charged
finished
and
in
1967,
seasons
Cincinnati,
A
native
of
third
period.
for Jerry Reed would
Nice Display of New and Used Luxury Cars
matched Shelby. County,_29,3. period.
Bishop had 21 points for probabIy be more suitable for Walker played all the ma/or second in the -state wreitling
After Bowling Green crept
which needed a five-foot bank
Clay County and Estep added Charlie Daniels but he does his sports at Sycamore High tournament. The following
shot from Norris Beckley to within 61-59 in the fourth
in
the - Queen year, we won the state
18.
quarter,
Holmes
launched
a
own material. My writing is School
subdue Lexington Henry Clay
City..
after
his
senior
season, championship. I was named
13-0
run
that
settled
the
outreally multiple.
63-62, against Louisville
to/
1 M41,11
Walker was awarded a as Kentucky's High School
come.
traditional
of
"I
do
a
lot
Central, 22-6, which rallied in
Hart 62-2 14, Young 45-7 13, Nance 6 34
Felton Ray, the architect of 15, Barnett 30-1 6, Davie 40.08,Dudas00-0 country music, quite a bit of football scholarship to the Wrestling Coach of the Year."
the second half behind Vincent
515 South 12th St.
From North Hardin, Walker
Owen 0580. Brown 0 0-0 0. Totals 23 10- contemporary Country and University of Louisville.
0,
Patton's 20 points to oust Clay Bowling Green's Comeback, 1556.
753-4961
Morehead
where
moved
on
to
In
1958,
as
a
freshman
at
25
points.
finished
with
contemporary
even
some
41(51.\•
County 66-57.
he hecame an assistant coach
Curtis5 8-10 18, White 4 2-2 10, Adams 10Shelby
County
collared
The winners of this mor0 2,- Burnley 34-4 10, Duncan 12-2 4, Mid6, Rucker 2 04 4, King 0 6-0 0.
ning's semifinals meet in the Henry Clay with a second half dleton 2 2-3
Totals 18 18-21 54.
-411MEr'l'atit,.104,4W10010'
rally,
but
nonetheless
had
to
ts
•
championship game tonight.
Christian County 613191856
last-minute
salvation
rely
on
14614204
Ahrens
Nance's birthday present
Fouled out-Hart. Total fouls-Christian
came only nine seconds after to overcome the inspired play County 17, Ahrens 14. Technical-King.
Minniefield,
of
reserve
Frank
A-9000
ea.
it appeared that. the 6-foot-6
Christian County center would who scored 14 of his 16 points i ,,.,.,„,,.,.
Rhodes 3 2-2 8, Brown 72-216, Ray 121-2
be something of a goat. With in the second half.
Kezar Stadium when I was a
Beckley finished with 24 ;
By BILL MARTIN
,
5i„
the score tied at 54-all, Nance
C.Carothers001,0,Dillard 1 0-0 2,Slivers0
kid. The 49ers made it possible
points
and
Charles
Hurt
added
Associated
Press
Writer
was called for a foul during a
0-0 0,Stiles0040. Totals 32 7-13 71.
SAN FRANCISCO )AP( - for me to eat in the school
Big Ilk,ov to
Schloemer 9 6-9 24, Winzie 92-2 20, Malik O.J. Simpson is returning to cafeteria."
A natural for today's casual scene is Jarman's
8 1-3 17, Derkson 00.00, Moeves 63-4 15,
Before the trade was
Riley 0 1-2 1, Beal 30-1 6, Simpson 00-0 0, the city where he was born in
new 5-Speed casual. Styled in rugged suede
Davis 004 0, Green 0 0-0 0. Totals 3513-21 quest of one goal which has finalized, Simpson had to pass
atop a unique 5-Speed action sole.
leather
O.
eluded him during a record- a 49ers' physical examination
Bowling Green 1419=671
making
your tracks in
Start
he
injured
Holmes 7318183483
check
the
knee
to
shattering career - a
Total fouls-Bowling Green 21, Holmes
exclusive
5-Speed!
Jarman's
year. The injury caused
Haven,Fla.
15. Technical-Bowling Green Coach Hog- professional football cham- last
San Francisco vs. Milwaukee, St Sim gard. A-9000 est.
of
final
half
to
miss-The
him
pionship.
City, Ariz.
Lou Angeles5, New York( A )0
Oakland vs. Seattle,at Tempe,Ariz.
Texas 16 Kansas City6
"All my life I've been a San the season.
n!\R)414,62,
Tucson,
Cleveland,
at
San Diego vs.
St. Louis 10,Boston 4
Moore 4 0-0 8, Leslie 004 0, Chambers 8
"The knee is fine," he said.
Ariz.
San Diego 2, Cleveland 0
1-217 Sweat 30116,Owens 3 1-2 7, Price 3°- Francisco 49er fan," the
Chicago (N) vs. California, at Palm 96, G. Minniefield 1 04 2, F. Minnlefield 7 superstar running back said "I've been playing some
Pittsburgh 11, Detroit 2
SPrings,Calif.
Milwaukee 6, Oakland 5
2-3 16. Totals 204762.
Friday. -When I was a kid I tennis and running a little to
Montreal 10, Houston 9
,
HE1.111 cm N T) io 3,
Philadelphia vs. Pittsburgh, at Braden- Way 40.08, Beckley 7 10-14 24, Hurt 65-4 used to dream of leading the stay in shape. All I really need
Chicago A)2, Tsronto 1
'
ton,Fla.
San Francisco 4,Seattle 3, 11 innings
17, George 4 1-1 9, Murphy 2 14 5, Kennedy 49ers to a
is to strengthen it a little."
championship."
Toronto vs. Montreal, at Daytona Beach. 00-00, Ashby 00-00. Totals 1117-2563.
Atlanta 3, New York N 2,11 innings
Although he has long sought
Fla.
California 10,Chicago(N)5
Simpson, the National
Henry Clay15131611142
New )(Ott(N)vs. New York(A ), at Fort Siselby County 11211615-63
Baltimore 3. Cincinnati 2,10 innings
to a West Coast team
a
trade
Football
League's
leading
Lauderdale,Fla.
Total fouls-Henry Clay 18,Shelby CoonDetroit vs. Philadelphia, at Clearwater, Baltimore
active rusher, was sent to the to be near his family and
,. vs. Kansas City, at Fort ty 10. A-13,200 est. .
Myers,
tia1
49ers Friday in exchange for business intexests, Simpson
ta VS. MillifeSOLS, III Ofill14i0, Fla. 0 47' I 4.1/ N T1
, A
Atlanta VS. Houston, at Cocoa,Fla.
Cincinnati
vs.Texas, at Pompano Beach, Thompson 0 2-4 2, Bishop 9 3-3 21, Rob- five draft choices spread over confessed that he was a little
Beach,
Toronto vs. Montreal, at Daytona.
erts 0 4-5 4, Marc= 0 4-4 4, F.82-3 18,
Fla.
Fla.
saddened when it appeared th 0040, the next three years. The 49ers
Boston vs. Chicago (A ), at Sarasota, Young 304 6, Bowling 0040,
- Cincinnati vs. New York ( A ), at Fort
the trade would become a
Griffin 0 2-2 2, Ledford 00-00, Lyttle 0580. gave up no players.
Fla,
Lauderdale,Fla.
Detroit vs. St. Louis, at St. Petersburg, Totals 2017-2557.
Pittsburgh vs. Kansas City, at Fort
reality.
"The
thing
that
approved
it
1.ENTRII.
,N,
000.17
WI
Fla.
Myers, Fla.
"I was in Minneapolis last
Houston vs. Los Angeles, at Vero Beach, Parker 7 34 17, Washington 3349, Parks for me was that we didn't have
Florida Southern College Vs. Detroit, at
20-1 4, Roberson 4 3411,Deane 18-1 2,Ray
Fla.
Lakeland.Fla.
night (Thursday) and I
to
give
up
any
of
our
players
Patton
7
6-7
20,
Page
Mem,
Ariz.
0
14
1,
Barney
.
0-0
2,
Seattle,
at
Baltimore vs. Texas, at Pompano Oakland vs.
Milwaukee vs. San. Francisco, at 00-00, Ross0040. Totals 25164086.
or our No.1 draft choice this started thinking about BufBeach,Fla.
Clay County 20111016-57
Minnesota vs. St. Louis, at Si Peter- Phoenix, Ariz.
year," said 49ers General falo," he said.-I was kind of
ScotCentral
1018211748
vs.
Chicago
(
N
I,
at
San
Diego
sburg, Fla.
down. I thought about all the
Total fouLs-Clay Canty 23, Central 19. Manager Joe Thomas.
. New York (N i vs. Los Angeles, at Vero tsdale, Ariz. . •
California vs. Cleveland, at Tucson, Fouled out-Bishop, Estep. Technical,Beach. Fla.
"It is hard for me to believe guys on the team and there
Clay County Coach Keith,2. A-13,200 est.
Chicago , A) vs. Boston, at Winter Ariz.
that the gentleman sitting was some sadness. I've spent
next to me is actually here and my whole adult life as a
10'
is a 49er," a beaming Thomas Buffaro Bill."
7
told a news conference. "O.J.
MIAMI (AP) - Arguing
can play for at least three
years, and if he does that it that a new stadium would cost
will be the finest acquisition less, Miami Dolphins owner
Joe Robbie has urged Miami
this club has ever made "
For Simpson, it marks a and Dade County officials to
return to the city where he scrap plans for a $22 million
grew up, playing football at renovation of the Orange
Galileo High School and San Bowl.
Robbie submitted his own
Francisco City College before
moving on to glory at the proposal for a $23 million
soot s FOP Mt N
University
of Southern stadium which would • seat
was
plan
his
saidHe
70,000.
California.
"From 1957 until I went to more logical th n a conz
USC in 1967 I never, missed a sultant's recommendation
49er game," Simpson said. "I that the aging Orange Bowl be
used to scalp tickets outside repaired and remodeled.

Thoroughbred Roster

Christian County
Gains Semi-Finals

DEMONSTQATOR
SALE- :Largest Discount Ever
Owner Driven Only
25%

HATCHER
AUTO SALES

O. J. To Ian

5-SPEED

Shift into
a great new action casual!

rlz,L!_;1,1-}3.9,. i .actl.or,,,.....:0V4::

Exhibition Baseball

$2800.$2900
$3100

GET
FORD ACQUAINTED
WITH

MURRAY
FORD
TRACTOR
Cary Brandon and Frank Hurt

AND SAVE
Murray Ford Tractor Will Sell
You A New Ford Tractor for
$100011 over cost now
through midnight March 31st.

(Sales Does Not Include Preparation or Deli

Salesmen

Ste: Cary Breeden a freek lart
'Sales-159-4P5 Hors: I-1, 84 Sat.
1
2 Day Sat
Service 153-942-11oers 1-5,/

(Open late By
Appointment)

POOL MANAGER
'Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
will be lieeePtir18 applications for Pool Manager.
Deadline is March 24. Applications may be ob-lathed at Park's office, 10th and Payne Sts., 75137640,

qraharn & Jackson
FOR

THE PARTICULAR

MAN

Dqwntown Murray
4146.011H4446660066.1664Matestaiiiiliku-

I
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Enter Four Events, Win One, Place In Four

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Tuesday afternoon when the
Murray State track team
opened its outdoor season,
nobody was really excited or
up for the meet.
Afterall, Western'Illinois
isn't
regarded
a
as
powerhouse in track circles
and besides that, the Racers
were thinking more about the
weekend and the Florida
Relays.
-After - the _ first day ,of the _

of
sa
or
oil
an
to
ith

yards and recorded a new
school record of 7 '26.8 in the
proceks.
And to make it even more
impressive, sophomore Dave
Warren, 'ivho usually -runs a
leg , in the two-mile relay,
didn't run the racebecause he
u
m'aesteernrtzed
. in the open 800a-..
There were 24 teams enSINGLES K
Pictured left is Kay Walrath who rolled•MIS te win the
tered in the two-mile relay and
singles competition in the Murray bowling tourney. The second place winner (not *tared) was
two heats, with 12 teams in
Hilda Bennet with a 677. Sondra Rice (middle) and Patty Norris were the doubles chomps
each heat, were run.
finials, with•133$. Snead place doubles winners were Jean Bland and Liz Williams (not pit.
_ Mitch „loknston leti_oft for
the- Racers and ran the 880 in
people throughout the nation 1:52.2 then Dave Rafferty took
are thinking of Murray State over and recorded a 1:52.0.
as the Racers had one of their
Martyn Brewer took the
best days in the history of the third leg and ran a 1:52.3 then
track program.
.Pal. Chimes anchored with- a _
MSU participated in four fine 1:51,3 and steadily pulled
events in the highly-prestigous away in the final quarter.
Florida Relays and came
"A lot of people have told
away with a first-place, two me we should try and enter
third places and a fourth our two-mile relay team in the
place.
Penn Relays. Villanova,
-- • -"There - -are-- • literally
ls-llie --tiatioffal chainthousands of athletes 'down pions, will be in the Penn
here for the meet and for a Relays and quite a few
school to win an event is coaches think
we might be
something else but tb be en- able to handle them," Cornell
tered in four events and place said.
in four events is something
The surprise of the meet
nobody does," said an elated._ was provided by freshman
Murray State coach Bill Jeff Hickman. of Bardstown.
Cornell.
Hickman is the defending
"I really feel great. Coahces State AA long jump and triple
from all over the country have jump champion in .Kentucky
been
coming
up and and he was entered in the
congratulating me and the freshman division of the triple
RIST-PLACE TRAM — The first pints tem mint wham in the Mar* Wesee's Sewing
kids," Cornell added.
jump.
Association's mad testament Meld recently.ms "the Thursday 5" with•Mai if 311$ phm.
The afternoon of success got
Just this past Tuesday, he
the two-mile- relay, which the
Racers won by seven or eight

SECOND-PLACE TEAM — The Secend pines tem wisest in the wesee's city testament WM
Thormon's Furniture finishing vino total Of MO pins. Left te right are ihninws Wooden,Terme
Grogan and Gladys Divide's. Not pictured are Mary Harris and Isabelle Paths.

ALL-EVENTS WINN1US — Winners of the all events competition in the city tournament were Debbie Coleman (left) end
Sondra Rice. Rice was first place scratch winner with s 1631
, and Coleman was first place handicap winner with a 1904.

1-ALL THE FRESH
KY. LAKE CATFISH
DINNER INCLUDESCOLE SLAW
WRITE BEARS
NUSIIPIPPIES
OR CROICE
OF VEGETABLES
Si
FRIBA, 1111111

Evart
Fri. & Sat. Nita
Tall Coma Soo Us!
Restaurant Noon
Mon-Thurs 5 a.m.-4 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 5 a m.-9 30 p.m.
Sundays 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
basketball team left quietly
for St. Louis Friday. There
were no parades, no-speeches,
no fanfare. It was just the way
Coach Joe Hall wanted it.
After arriving in St. Louis,
however, two of Kentucky's
reserves went to their homes
because of family crises.
Hall said the father of Scott
Courts died in Colorado, and
funeral
services
were
scheduled today. Jay Shidler
left for Vincennes, Ind., to be
with his critically ill mother:
Shidler was ?xpected to return
today.
"There's no question this
has affected our team,"• Hall
said. It has led to a feeling of
confusitm and sadness."
The top-ranked Wildcats
met Arkansas in the National
Collegiate
Athletic
-Mart-at-Ion semifinal round
this afternoon, immediately
following the semifinal game
between Duke and Notre
Dame.
The winners clash Monday
night for the NCAA championship. —
Hall said this week the
tournament's timing was good
for his team,-Which is accustomed
to SaturdayMonday road trips. Hall said
he hoped the St. Louis trip
would seem like any other.
The last time UK went to the
NCAA finals was in 1975, when
the Wildcats were ousted in
the final game by UCLA.
Hall has said this season's
team is "t.more poised team._
plays with More finesse, is a
ketter shocking team, and is
more efficient

11 in the meet with Western
Illinois. But Friday, he sue-

ST LOUIS (/kP) — An favored, the pressure on
odyssey which began three Kentucky's Jack Givens, Rick
years earlier in San Diego for Robey, Mike Phillips and
four University _of Kentucky James Lee, the holdovers
seniors was set to head into its from 1975, was dismissed by
finalport of call today.
Coach Joe B. Hall of the
The Wildcats'. veterans, nation's No.1 team.
"I don't know how there
stalled three times in their bid
to win the NCAA basketball could be any additional
championship, were to meet pressure," Hall said of the
Arkansas' swift Razorbacks burden imposed by the school
at the Checkerdome at the program steeped heavily in a
winning tradition.
outset of their final voyage.
- Although the Wildca_ts were
"They do expect us to win
every game," Hall said of the
Wildcats' fans, "but these
problems have always been at
Kentucky. I'd hate for it to
ever get to the point where it
wasn't."
The Wildcats, 28-2, were
facing an Arkansas team,31-3,
brimming with confidence and
well-schooled by-Eddie Sutton,
a one-time pupil of coaching
legend Hank Iba.
than the '75 club."
The immediate objective
UK took a 28-2 record into
was a victory in the semifinals
today's game with Arkansas
which would advance the
(31-3) of UN Southwest ('onWildcats into Monday night's
ference.
title game against Notre
Hall said he doesn't believe Dame, 23-6, or Duke, 26-6,
the current team "is as tough
which met in the opening
defensively or has as much semifinal.
flexibility. We probably did
"I'd rather face any other
more things in '75 because we
team in the country," the
had bigger guards, and we apprehensive Hall said of his
probably had a little more team's opponent. "They're a
experienced depth."
super-quick team, and they
Uncanny shooting, such as have personnel who acKyle Macy's 10 straight free complish whole lot of other
a
throws in the last 1242 minutes things. When you talk about
last Saturday at Dayton. has quickness and Arkansas,
saved UK many times.
you're leaving out a lot. They
UK's depth, if not up to that may have the best shooting
of 075; is better than any
except Notre Dame's in the
final four.
Even Notre Dame has no
BRADENTON,Fla.( AP) —
sub better than the Wildcats'
Willie Stargell, one of
6-foot-5 senior, James Lee,
baseball's most skilled batwhom Han has called "kind of
smen, says the challenge of
off-the-bench shock -to the hitting
is a matter of
opponent.
geometry.
"He goes in and actually
"They give you a round bat
picks us up, either reboun- and
they throw you a round
ding, scoring or adding to our
ball," says the Pittsburgh
fast break. But he definitely
Pirate captain.
picks us up after that begin"And they tell you to hit it
ning-of-the-game tempo wears
square."
off," Hall said.
UK's game plan toda %as
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
to be simple, Ball said -- have The horse
races resumed in
Mike Phillips inside. get Beirut today for the first
time
Arkansas center Steve Si-hall since Israel's invasion of south
in foul trouble and force the. Lebanon 10 days
ago__
Southwest Conference teani to
The track conimittee
go to its bench.
declared the profits of 13 races
"Mike is a tournament today and -Sonday would be .
player and right now tie's donated to nelp relieve the
playing his best basketball He plight of an estimated 200.000
demands that the defense key fleeing refugees from the
on him inside. He draws the south.
defense inside, making it
Beirut's fans are said to be
easier for us to open do the the heaviest horse race bet- •
_
_
_
outiTde," Hall said.
ters in the Middle East.

- .
passed that mark by over six
inches as
with
he Placed third w.-so
annai
effort
bestof 48-5'2 for a per-

earlier in the two-mile relay milers. It just developed too
weren't fresh. The three much into a race of tactics.
teams in front of Murray,
"We've received a lot of
ca
._ rohna
.
North
,SIU and Iowa, compliments and a lot of good
all ran four fresh people.
publicity for Murray State and
. Before the season started,
Mitch Johnson led off with a I'm just hoping the success
his high school personal best 4:11.4
when Dave Rafferty will continue today," Cornell
was 45-6.
. _ . _._.
- recorded a 4484-Jerry-OW added.
- '-I 'didn't even iiiiiw if he'd did the third leg in
Murray State will be en4:09:1
and
be coming to Florida," Cornell Marlyn Brewer
anchored in tered in six events today. Stan
said.
4:10.1 for a total time of Simmons will be in the shot
told
"I
Coach Weber 16.38 7
•
put and discus; Axel Leitmayr
assistant coach Don Weber
"We were right at the front in the high jump; Jerry Pah
to bsing him along if he did on the baton change for the in the invitational 5,000
well in the meet against final mile leg but Martyithad
meters; Pat Chimes in the
Western-Illinois." _ .
. -already run-the two-mile relay--invttatinnat 7;500".ifieters
was in Florida when. and besides 'that, was tip the distance-medly relay team
Hickman participated in against sub-four-minute" is entered.
Tuesday's home meet.
Warren ran into some
tough luck in the 800-meters .
where--he- was- considered as one of the best in the event.
"There were 12 people in the
race and Dave drew the inside
lane. As soon as the runners
broke,they boxed Dave and he
was in it for the entire first
lap,'"---Cornell Sattr.
"In the final 200 meters, he
was able to break out of the
box but by then, it was too late
for him to maiiit up. But it's
early in the year and I have to
say I'm quite pleased with
Dave's performance," added
Cornell.
Warren finished thir.d And
was.clocked in 1:49.3.
In the other event the
Racers were entered in, the
four-mile relay team finished
in fourth place.
However, the fourth-place
&rid

aie—

nell..who

impressive by the fact three of
the Racer runners had run

team 454.9 percent) ever to be
in this tournament."
--Hatt; whose Wildcats were
vying for the school's fifth
national title and first in 20
years, pegged the hot shooting
of the Razorbacks "Three
Basketeers" — Marvin Delph,
Sidney _Moncreif and Ron
Brewer — his team's thorniest
problem,
Offsetting that, he hoped,
would be a taller front line, the
steadiness of sophomore
guard Kyle Macy and — most
of all — the invaluable experience of his fourth-year
players.

0 Quality permanentpress dryer 0 Automatic
Sensi-Dry' or limed cycle
feature L Polyknit selection 0 Removable up-front
Itnt filter 0 Porcelain enamel drum. Model Dt.B6850

++117t421:11.11Lk
203
Ghc
ft chres
gt h
weFeezebr askBeutsom
C
iltlock
Vertcl Cc2uab.net divider E Power-on
vgnal fight
Defrost water drain
Model FH2OCY

West Kentucky
Appliance Center
641 North, Murray — 753-4478
Across from Colonial House Smorgasbord
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"

78 Dodge Diplomat Medallion four-door.
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Resident and Non-Resident &Wing
and fishing license Costs Co Up

outdooe Loire
Arw, Winter

Frankfort, Ky.,—Citing as a
primary reason the rising cost
of everything form equipment
Butch Greer Outdoor EdItor
to salaries to land acquifition
and even the printing of the
licenses themselves, the state
Fish and Wildlife Commission
moved yesterday to up the
cost of most hunting and
fishing licenses and permits
for the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, effective January
1, 1979, according to Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner Arnold
world. A world healthy for their own season and that for Mitchell. This will be the first
across the board increase in
wildlife is healthy for man. If the
few
numbers
of
we are going to have a future crossbowmen, the Pioneer license fees since 1971, Mitwith wildlife, each of us must Weapons Area would probably chell said.
help. We're going to have to serve their needs.
The new license schedule
work for clean water and air.
Two things which should be will mean that in 1979
a
We're going to have to join in closely looked into is the resident Kentucky
hunter or
the effort to protect wildlife seemingly lack of equipment
fisherman must pay $6.50 for
habitat and help keep poisons safety features and in-theout of oar environment. field safety guidelines.
Wildlife Needs YOU.
'Kentucky does not., have a
hunter Safety program which
A Rare Find
includes the crossbow as a
The white-winged guan, hunting device. The other
Penelope albipennis, thought point is that the "popularity"
Frankfort, Ky.,—Kento be extinct, has been sighted of a crossbow season would tucky's 1978-79 small game
again by ornithologist and a make the device more readily hunting seasons will be virPeruvian villager. The guan,a available for illegal use (deer tually unchanged from last
bird slightly larger than a poaching, etc.).
year's, according to Fish and
ringneck pheasant, was la§t
Any comments you may Wildlife Commissioner Arnold
seen
in
1877.
The have on the proposed Mitchell, with the squirrel
"rediscovery- took place in crossbow season are being season opening on the
northwestern Peru, where Dr. collected and in turn sent to traditional third Saturday in
John O'Neill, a Louisiana the Ky. Department of Fish August ( Aug. 19) and the
State University ornithologist, and Wildlife Resources Mail season for rabbits, quail:
had been conducting research your views to Butch Greer, grouse
furbearers
and
for 16 years. An area resident The Murray Ledger & Times, opening the third Thursday in
told Vied' that he had seen 103 N. 4th Street, Murray, Novermber (Nov. 16).
the birds near his garden. Kentucky 42071.
Closing dates for the above
O'Neill verified the sighting in
seasons, as set by the Fish and
Septembe when ten guans
were seen. The guan
population may be in the
hundreds;theresearcher said.

,
LSportsman's Journal

A

Purple Finches
Local bird enthusiast,
Truman Turner has „announced the Purple 'Martins
are arriving in Calloway
County. Martin • box landlords
should keep their eyes, open
for the new residents. Truman
commented on the severe
winter we had and how it was
an especially bad one for the
kirds_ Just this past few
months he has helped out the
doves, cardinals, purple
finches, and rabbits by
feeding them 150 pounds of
cracked cord and 15 bushels of
wheat.
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VAOlrPAYScheduledlit
Land&Neon The lakes
This years's theme for
National Wildlife Week is
-Wildlife Needs YOU." In
order to maintain and
manage wildlife populations,
it is essential to keep their
environment free of litter and
garbage. This is where YOU,
the public,can contribute your
efforts to help maintain the
environment for the wildlife.
On Saturday, March 25.
.Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's 170,000-acre public
outdoor recreation area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee, will observe National
Wildlife Week by featuring the
second annual -Bag It" Day.
Last year's "Bag It" Day
resulted in the participation of
about 600 people and over 10
tons Orlitter being removed
from Land- Berween The
Lakes.
"Bag It" Day is a major
spririg project intended to
involve the public in litter
removal from Land Between
The Lakes.. Groups such as
scouts, organizations, civic
groups, and various clubs,
along
with
many eQvironmentally minded people,
participated last year.
- Participants will receive a
certificate of achievement and
Land Between The Lakes will
throw a buffalo feed. That's
right, a free buffalo dinner for
each participant. Dinner will
be served.from 3 to 5 p.m. at

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

Crossbow Season
The recently proposed
crossbow season has created a
fervor among boy:hunters and
other sportsmen across the
state. The Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife Commission approved a 14 day season to run
concurrently
with
the
bowhunting season during the
first 14 days of archery season
for deer. Previous to the
commission's approval of that
regulation, crossbows were
allowed only in the Pioneer
Weapons Area at the Daniel
Boone National Forest in
eastern Kentucky.
Opponents to the crossbow
season state the crossbow is
not a bow or a gun and should
not be included in either
season for deer: One source
who wishes not to be named
claims there should be more
research conducted on the
crossbow before it is put into a
statewide
conservation
program. He also stated that
most sportsmen did not oppose crossbowmen having

MINIM

OUTBOARDS
Better in the long run. Come see why!

U._

Shipwash Boat 'N' Motor
lholi 91 r,

squirrel, 6 and 12; rabbits, 6
and 12; quail 10 and 20 and
There is no limit on furbearers
taken by trapping but hunters
taking raccoons by other
methods are limited to one per
hunter, or no. more than 3 per
party of 3 or more hunters
while in the field.
All small game hunting
seasons, including those for
furbearers, will be closed
during the second phase of the
gun deer hunt, December 2
Bag and possession limits,
through 4.
according to Mitchell, are:

Kentucky's annual treut point. Many are caught imstocking program is scheduled mediately after stocking, but
to begin _Tuesday, March 21, within just a few days(or less)
when four of the department the remaining trout start
of fish and wildlife's stocking getting wary and a little
trucks leave the Dale Hollow smarter, necessitating more
'National Fish Hatchery near finesse on the angler's part.
Celina, Tenn. loaded with._
Fishermen should pay
rainbow trout for lakes, particular attention to unstreams and tailwaters dercut banks, overhanging
around the commonwealth. brush, midstream boulders or
This month's stocking will other dark, secluded hiding
continue through March 30, places. Feeding trout face
and these stocked trout could upstream, waiting for the
provide some "hot" fishing in current to bring food to them,
an otherwise pretty cold so a bait or lure allowed to
angling outlook. Trout prefer drift naturally downstream
cool water and are active in will usually be the most
temperatures that make productive.
The Department of Fish and
warmwater species such as
bass or crappie extremely Wildlife Resources stocks 30
sluggish. So until our lakes streams, nine tailwaters
warm up some more, trout ( those portions of rivers just
fishing could well be the best below dams)and 10 lakes. The
tailwaters often provide the
bet for filling a stringer.
In spite of the mystique easiest access and most
surrounding dry fly fishing for convenient fishing for those
trout, these fish are often easy who don't know an area well
to catch without special enough to find some of the
equipment or esoteric skills. more
remote
streams.
While there may be a _ few Tailwaters usually have
flyrodding "purists" around, paved parking lots, picnic
most Kentuckians choose a facilities and sometimes even
more simple and direct way of playgrounds for the kids. Most
fishing is done from the banks
catching trout.
Our most popular baits are and there are usually wellworms, whole kernel corn, worn paths made by anglers.
small cheese balls or even ( A tip: if there is a beaten path
miniture marshmallows, and on one side of a stream or
favorite tackle is whatever thilwater, try to fish the other
happens to -be handy. Those side - you'll find rougher
who prefer artificial lures going, but you'll probably
usually choose small spinners catch more fish.)
Because trout do well under
cast with light spinning tackle,
but othefsmall artificial lures conditions of low fertility and
will also work well under cold temperatures,they thrive
in many areas, which would
certain circumstances.
When trout are first stocked otherwise have very poor
they usually act confused and game fish populations, areas
mill around near the stocking such as infertile mountain

Prompt, Efficient Service
Is Our ausiness"

streams or tailwaters where
cold water from near the
bottom of an impoundment in
discharged.
The trout are obtained from
federal hatcheries free of
charge and the.cost of transporting them is covered by
the sale of trout stamps,
costing $2.25 and required of
all trout fishermen who need a
fishing license. The stamp
must be attached to the
license and signed in ink by
the angler. There is no size
limit on trout, but there is a
daily limit and a possession
limit of eight.
Because the department of
fish and wildlife's stocking
schedule must be made on a

The Farmington Optimist
Club will sponsor a Buddy
Bass Tournament at the Ken
Lake Marina on Saturday,
April 1, according to members
of the club.
Entry fee will be $30.00 per
boat with registration time at
six a. m. and tournament time
from seven a. m. to four p. m.
Winners will be determined
by total pounds caught per
boat and sixty percent of all
entry fees will be paid back to
the Winning contestant. First
place will be sixty per cent of
pay back, second place will be
thirty per cent of pay back,
and third place will be ten per
cent of pay back.

Rules include no trailoring
of boats; only two fishermen
per boat; penalty point will be
given for late arrival to the
check-in site; only artificial
lures may be used with no live
or prepared baits permitted,
and only casting, spinning, or
spin-casting reels and rods
may be used; in case of tie
money or prizes will be
divided equally among those
tied; fish measuring 12"
should be the minimum length
to be weighed.
Persons may get entry
blanks at Ken Lake Marina or
call the Farmington grocery,
phone 345-2675.

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merchendise sell et *awl poies

ItTSON

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns & Ammo

Chemical Co.
Inc.

dilizer
Located W Railroad Avenue

753-1933

-Huy. 641 South Plow 753-9491

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
BUCKS BODY SHOP

Coldwater Rd

/53 6448

753-3226
BODY. WORK

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

month-by-month
basis,
depending
upon
the
availability of the trout at the
hatchery, it's not possible to
give a rundown of specific
stocking dates. However, the
county conservation officer
will know when and where
waters in his county are
stocked and will be glad to
share this information with
you. Also, a list of waters
stocked (including those in the
Daniel Boone National Forest
stocked by the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service), is available
from the Division of Public
Relations, Dept. of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, 592 East
Main Street, Frankfort, KY.
40601.

Farmingion Optimist Club To
Sponsor 'Bud*Sass Tournament"

r

502-759-1872

S. 12th St.

Wildlife Commission, will be
Oct. 31, for the first phase of
the squrrel season which will
reopen November 16 and
continue through December
31; January 31 for rabbits and
furbearers, and February 28
for quail and grouse. The
falconry season, also unchanged from last year, will
open November 1 and continue
through the last hunting date
for the species hunted.

Rainbow Trout Stocking Program &Os Marsh SO

From 2 to 140 h.p. available

Jerry's Restaurant
lrboroyol Gumbo clod Mq.helon Tores

Annual licenses for nonresident hunter will jump
from $27,50 to $35 and the
annual non-resident fishing
license will increase from $10
to $14. Other non-resident
license increases include the
15-day fishing license, from $4
to $5.50; 3-day fishing, from
$2.50 to $4 and non-resident 3day hunting license (for small
game only)from $10 to $12.50.

A complete listing of the
new license schedule, which
includes most other tags,
permits and licenses not listed
above, will be available from
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources in Frankfort as soon as the regulation
process is
amendment
completed, Mitchell said,
usually in 60-9,0 days.
Authority for raising license
fees is given to Me Fish and
Wildlife Commission, he
added, by KRS 150.225 which
says, in part, that the
"department shall set no
private license fee at less than
one dollar nor more than one
hundred dollars and no
commercial license fee at less
than $2.00 nor more than
$500."

1978-79Small Awe Noting Seasons

Hunter ln f ormation
Available
A full complement. of information publications is
available for the hunter from
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, including
one of the most popular items
with hunters, the "Hunting
Digest." This wallet-size
publication includes a rundown of hunting seasons and
'limits, license fees and a brief
review of major hunting
regulations. For an overview
of hunting opportunities in the
state, the hunter can turn to
Ca ree Scheduled
t e #oo et •• unting in
Car% Energy Group Camp
Kentucky," a full-color will
the headquarters for
pamphlet containing 29 pages the
annual
Carporee
of hunting regulations, public
led ,at Land Between
hunting areas and a run-down The Lakes May 5, 6, and 7.
of hunting activity for major Cost for each participant is
game species.
$3.00 which includes the
camping cost. Individuals
Drawing Held
may start at 12:00 noon
The Kentucky Lake Bass Friday, May 5. The tourClub held a drawing for a nament will end Sunday, May
5500C Garcia reel and a Lew's 7,..1978 at 1:00 p. m.-No fish will
graphite rod during its recent be checked in after 1:15 p. m.
monthly meeting. Dennis Check in is at Camp Energy
Vaughn of Mayfield was the Group Camp. Detailed inwinner.
formation may be obtained by
Bill
Ballentine, club contacting TVA, Land Betpresident, also announced the ween The Las, Golden
kick-off of the club's 1978 Pond, Kentucky. Telephone
fishing season last weekend.
(502)924-.5602. '

the Fenton Airstrip just off
U.S. highway 68.
Litter bags, designated
areas for litter removal, and
instruction sheets will be
available upon registration of
participants.
So, if you're looking for an
excuse to get into an outdoor
activity this springi after such
a harsh winter i; and if you
would like to help the wildlife
National Wildlife Week
and yourself; and receive a
At the close of National
free buffalo meal for your Wildlife Week March 19-25*e
efforts; then why not consider are reminded of this year's
"Bag It" Day.
theme, "Wildlife Needs
YOU." The poster shows a
peregrine falcon looking
directly at the view. The
peregrine was chosen as the
poster subject for two
reasons, one for its being a
strikingly handsome bird and
the other because it helps to
illustrate the 1978 theme.
Peregrines were probably
never very plentiful in the
Tower 48 states. They once
bred along both coasts, but by
the early 1960's, they were
The Land Between The nearly gone from the eastern
Lakes personnel would like to U. S. and disappearing fast in
have an ideal of how many the West. Their decline was
participants to expect for due primarily to eggshell
"Bag It" Day. If you, your thinning caused by DDT.
group, club, etc., are in- Today the peregrine is getting
terested, your are encouraged help partly through a captive
to call (502) 924-5602 in ad- breeding
program
that
vance. All patticipants will releases birds to the wild.
have to register on Saturday,
The peregrine falcon
March 25, between 8 a.m.. and dramatizes the fact that man
and wildlife share the same
12 noon.

hunting or fishing license
which now cost $5, or $12 for
the combination huntingfishing license which now sells
for $9. The trout stamp which
now -costs $2.25 to residents
and non-residepts alike, will
jump to $3 but there will be no
change in the deer tag permit
which will remain at $10.50.

900 Sycamore

753-5142
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Fishing line
By Jerry Maspia
‘11 right, now, it's time to
talk about fishing. I was
beginning to think we wouldn't
have any spring at all but the
water is warming rapidly and
the good reports are coming
in.
Many crappie are being
taken along drop offs and
ledges that have stumps or
brush piles on them at depths
01 12 ft to 7 ft.
These crappie should go
wild with the sudden change
and are lilely to follow any
warm water layers almost to
the surface. I understand
several have already been
taken at 7 feet.
Don Gilber and friend were
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out on Bloodltiver Wednesday
fishing the drop offs and had
good luck as they caught
approximately 100 crappie,
keeping 70 of them.
I don't know the names of
the fellas I talked to Sunday at
Kenlake Dock because they
were convinced they would be
giving important or vital info
to another fisherman. Anyway
they had several very nice
crappie caught between
Anderson and Ledbetter
Tim Mauck, Murray State University studentInd scuba diving instructor explains the
Creeks.
use of the air tank in scuba diving to Mrs. Miller's eighth grade reading class at SouthRobert Lowe and I fished for
west Elementary School At the conclusion of a unit on sports Mr. Mauck, student
out of Kenlake this week
bass
teacher, discussed scuba diving and showed underwater slides he made while scuba
and we really had a good day.
diving at llorida.
It was perfect for getting the
KAY' Lugo
kinks out of the elbows and
wrists as well as the line on
our reels.
We had to work pretty hard
--fOr awhile hut we finally
worked the puzzle out and
started putting Bass in the
f
boat.
Believe it or not they
degrees
(27
and milt to develop in the Celsius), in water, from three , 80 degrees
By John Wilson
wouldn't take a large lure for
spawning.
before
kind
some
with
deep
feet
10
Celsius)
to
to
rise
rapid
a
so
body,
Although it still looks a lot fish's
. had a sack full of
water us. We
like winter, spring — and spawning temperature may of brush, weeds, or sunken These fish build nests in
strikes on the larger crank
in
often
deep,
These
feet
protection.
for
three
tops
tree
to
one
to
ready
yet
not
fish
the
find
spring fishing — is just around.
baits but no fish. I finally
the corner. March, April and start spawning, even though fish are communal spawners, areas where there are started throwing the teeny R
suches.
or
contrees
numbers
overhanging
large
with
be
may
temperatures
water
May are usually' our most
centrating in the same area.
Live worms or small artificial made by Rebel and Wham-0 it
productive months of the year, "just right."
After the crappie have just lures are productive over paid off. Robert quickly
So wat follows should be
since most popular game fish
completed their spawn, bluegill bds as long as the follows suit as any good
about
general
spawn in Kentucky during this taken as only the most
fisherman would and ended up
of guides, subject to a variety the largemouth bass begin. angler doesn't spook the fish
period.
taking eight very nice bass in
water.
prefer
bass
deeper
crappie,
into
Like
—
factors
While the fish are con- of environmental
to
note
final
a
And here's
cerntratecf in their spawning which is just another way of water from three to 1,0 feet
after a
_areas (usually in shallow saying it's not our fault if the deep, but they.like open water wbet your appetite:
are more
water) they are much easier fish aren't biting when we say over a sand, gravel or hard loiig cold winter,fish
clay bottom. Although bass likely to have very intense,
to locate and catch than they they're supposed to.
Walleye usually spawn first, are not communal, the angler active spawns, according to
will be later in the sunzner.:
ot
when they are deeper and at water temperatures of will often find several beds in Kentucky's Director
around 50 to 55 degrees the same general area Fisheries, Charlie Bowers,
more scattered.
an
Many anglers try to plan Fahrenheit (10-13 degrees because suitable bottom' who says this could be
1 legal Notice
fishermen
for
year
Bass
excellent
there.
exist
conditions
weekend trips or even long Celsius). White bass start
comthe
AS OF MARCH 23, 1978, I,
vacations to coinc,ide,with the spawning when the water guard their nests and will throughout
winter like
Barry Hill, am no longer
spawning activities of their temPeratures reaches 55 to 80 attack all intruders, including monwealth. After a
this one, we need some
responsible for any
favorite fish. But predicting degrees (13 to 15 degrees artificial lures.
Bluegill wait until water compensation, so get ready
debts other than my
when a spawn will take place Celsius). Since both these fish
fishing.
own. Barry Hill.
is difficult, if not downright "run" up tributary streams or temperatures reach or exceed for some fine spring
to
lakes
of
headwaters
the
into
impossible.
arises spawn, it isn't unusual to
diffieulty
The
1 Notice
because it is necessary first to catch a mixed string of white
predict the weather, since bass and walleyes in areas
FACTORY
BELTONE
weather determines water where both fish exist.
As water temperatures
fresh batteries. Wallis
temperature, which in turn
continue to rise, the crappie
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
triggers spawning activity.
Chantilly, Va. — Three new derstanding the safety and
Call 753-1272.
But it's not only tem- start moving from their deep
requirements
construction
consumer publications have
perature alone, but also the water winter homes toward
which members of the
Public
the
by
released
been
rate at which the water shallow water spawning
Relations Office of the Association must meet with
temperature rises that areas. They spawn at water
Recreation Vehicle Industry their products.
governs --1= a spawn will temperatures between 60 and
I
The brochure also explains
NEW HOURS
Association, the national trade
s time for eggs 65 degrees (15 to 18 degrees
occur. It
association representing the the importance of the RVIA
NEW CONCORD
Standards Seal. which can be
RV industry.
GROCERY
by
produced
units
all
on
found
A publications sales order
436-5353
member form heads the new collection. Association
6:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
The form lists 25 brochures, companies. The seal indicates
Effective
Imcermanufacturer
the
that
pamphlets, guides and
mediately.
vehicle
the
he
built
tifies
has
manuals available through the
RVIA Publications Division. in compliance with the
standards of the American
Wilderness Weekend will be overnight "survival" includes Many were produced by the National Standards Institute.
BIBLE FACTS INC. — To
waterproof
RVIA
small
staff.
held in Land Between The bedding, a
say you believe in God.
more
contain
The
standards
The sales order form, free
Lakes April 7-9, 1978, with canvas and rope, eating
Then get drunk, rob, lie,
requirements
specific
500
than
a
and
for
prices
list
for
containertsr
asking,
the
Warren "Hawk" Boughton, utensils,
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heating
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handy
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consumer
a
and
supply
American Mountain Men, as
are
nication.
You
serfree.
is
brochure
Anyone interested in this order form is included. RVIA
the principal instructor.
ving the _devil! IA
"WINTERIZE YOUR RV"
range
should
included
publications
activity
special
Demonstrations and
believer in Satan.
is the third of the new
discussions will include preregister no later than noon, from -THE WAY TO GOT', a publications. The eight-page
Revelations 18:1-24.
5.
RV
the
time
April
for
first
guide
Wedensday,
primitive firemaking,
steps
False
profits, those who
the
details
pamphlet
50
and
El
at
by
sale
made
buyer, for
shelters, keeping warm in cold Registration can be
say they believe in
necessary to store an RV for
Station,
to
"WINhandling,
Center
cents
contacting
weather, foraging for wild
Christ, but their deeds
the winter, or how to prepare
foods, cooking, orienteering, Icicated in the Environmental TERIZE YOUR RV", listed it for winter camping and use
prove
them
tiers.
Land
and
cents
15
in
cents
50
Center
for
Education
and coping with _insects,
and
6
2:2,
Revelations
colder
in
climates.
Golden
-RV
and
FACTS",
Lakes,
handling,
The
Between
snakes and poison ivy.
26. For Bible answers
Full imformation on all
telephone
which
is
42231,
free.
KY
Pond,
The weekend program will
call 753-0984.
writing "RECREATION VEHICLE publications available from
be headquartered at Colson (502) 924-5509, or by
obbe
can
the
Association
Hollow, south of the visitor Wilderness Weekend, Land STANDARDS", a six-panel tained
RVIA
from
Golden fold-out_brochure, has been
information center at Golden Between The Lakes,
20.1,
Box
Publications,
special - released by the RVIA StanPond. Setting up camp will Pond, KY 42231. This
6RA",:"FA7HER
Chantilly, Va. 22021.
30
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begin at 4 p. m.Friday.
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Equipment needed for participants, age 18
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24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486

Specializing in servicing tires a, 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Witst" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
The Jackson Purchase
4th
N.
408
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Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Sportsman

Hwy. 641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

INCOME
TAX
PREPARED Jerry
Burkeen Bookkeeping
and
Tax- Service.
Railroad Ave. Murray.
Call 753-4636 or after 5 p.
m.Call 753-3996.
• COLOR *PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 E2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
BICYCLES
NEW USED
REPAIRED
SIKIKE & PIDAL
DizioloW Comer
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-M33,
FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

IT WAS THE
70iJZVAMENT HE5
EVER WON .

LOST IN Coldwater a
female blonde Cocker
Spaniel-Call 489-2566.

FOR
SECRETARY
LARGE corporatO
with division operated
locally.nefits include
insurance, life, dental
and health. Stock saving
weeks
Two
plan.
vacation. Send resume
to P. O. Box 32 F.

LOST SPARE tire 'and
wheel between Murray
Masonic Lodge Building
and Murray on Thursday night. Reward. Ila
E. Douglass, phone 7431853.
LOST BULL CALF red
with white face. Weight
around 250 lbs. Vicinity
641 South near Green
Plains Rd. Call 492-8452.
6 Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED painter
'wanted commercial and
residential. Call 753-9382
after 5 p. m.
WANTED SALES
representative in West
Ky. area with leading
feed company. College
degree preferred but not
required. Send resume
to Box 1921, Henderson,
Ky. 42420,
SECRETARY TO do
bookkeeping. Should be
accurate in business
letters, personable, etc.
Apply in person only to
Vernon's from noon till 9
p. m.

THAT'LL MAKE THE
TURKEY TASTE E)(TR!)
GOOD, UJON'T 17 ?

COUNTER GIRL wanted
morning shift. Apply in
person, Dixie Creme
Donilts, Chestnut Street.
DO
SOMEONE TO
-typing. Call collect after
6 p. m. 1-901-247-3270.
EXSOMEONE
PERIENCED in shoe
repair or leathercraft or
someone interested in
learning. Apply in
person to Vernon's from
noon until 9 p. m.
HOMEWORK ERS-$500
CASH IN ADVANCE
FOR MAILING 1000
circulars. Information:
self-addressed stamped
$2.
and
envelope
FREEDOM 1239, Box
20451-F, Columbus Oh
4.3220.
$200.00 WEEKLYpossible
stuffing envelopes..Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Edray
Box 188AY, *Albany. Mo
64402.

NO HE'S 1-4-1V:NG.
IT OKON:EP!

••
•
•
•
•

---SOMEBODY
WANTS TO
GIVE ME A
ON A

( JUST
IN
CASE

WHY ARE YOU
WEAR!NG
THAT
HELMET
SLL.Cfic)

MOTORCYCLE
B•‘..

-We Appreciate Your Business"

-1-6

641 Super Shell

The Round House
Riverdale
Resort,
Paris Landing. Will be
open for business April
1,1978.

6 Help Wanted

Thornton
Body
Shop

of

• •
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5 lost And Found
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2 pound class. My
/
the 11.1 to 21
two bass brought the total to 10
that weighed 24 pounds.
These fish were suspended
10 to 15 feet out from shore and
5 to 6 feet deep. it took a
steady retrieve to get the
teeny Ws to them just right.
I feel like they would have
been closer to the shoreline if
the water hadn't bee falling.
Robert was throwing the
crawfish color while I used the
bone one. I might add that I
experimented with several
colors and sizes while Robert
was catching his fish just to.
see if we could prove a point. I
think we did since the large
lures_ were only "bumped" by
the bass.
When I dressed the fish they
had spring crawfish in their
U111211 IJ except for one and it
had a small bluegill.
If you remember last
spring, the bass and crappie
that were caught early all
contained small bluegill and
drum. Then we discovered a
'shortage of threadfin sad. I
am afraid we will have the
same situation again. In any
case the game fish are all
going to be hungry for a
minnow or artifical lure of
some kind soTets be happy and
go fishing.

The bald eagle, symbol of the expresses the biological
Nation, is being officially conditions in these respective
listed as endangered by the U. areas. While the outlook for
S. Fish and Wildlife Service the species Ts not bad in every
state, and some regions have
over most of the country.
A. Greenwalth, even experienced encouraging
Lynn
existing
Director of the Interior increases,
Department Agency, said the populations are believed to:be
effect of the formal listing will depleted enough to warant
be to give the magnificent bird the additional protection of the
protection against any Endangered Species Act.' A
Federal action or funding that provision of this law will help
would adversely modify its slow further.deterioration of
this species'critical habitat.
remaining habitat.
There is still much hope for
The listing covers 43 of the
48 adjoining United States, but the bald eagle. While in the
not Alaska, where the bald entire lower 48 states there
has a thriving are only about 700 active
eable
population, or Hawaii, which nests, the population in Alaska
has no bald eagles. The has an estimated 7,000 to 7,500
remaining 5 states, Min- nesting pairs. In the upper
nesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Great Lakes region and in the
Oregon and Washington, have Pacific . NorthwesL eagle
bald eagle populations which populations currently appear
are in somewhat better to be maintaining themselves.
condition than in the other Fish and Wildlife Service
states; in those 5 states, the biologists, working with,state
bird is being listed as game and fish agencies, have
for the last 3 years suc,
threatened.
"Endangered" means that a cessfully transplanted bald
species is in danger of ex- eagle eggs from healthy nests
tinction' throughout all or a' in Wisconsin and Minnesota to
signific4nt portion of its— nests in Maine where eagles
range!. "Threatened" means are fatally contaminkted by
that a species is likely to pesticides. The species. has
become endangered within the also benefited from programs
foreseeable future throughout such as captive breeding,
other
and
monitoring,
all or a portion of its range.
The listing of the bald eagle research conducted at state
as endangered in some states and federal facilities around
and threatened in others the nation.
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15. Articies
6 Help Wanted

OPPORTUNITY! $100.00
, weekly possible addressing. matting circulars for mail order
firms.
Send
selfaddressed, stamped
envelope to:
MKS

ENTERPRISES P 0.
Box 69. Murray, Ky..
. -42071.
THE CITY OF Murray
Sanitation Department
accepting
apis
plications to fill one (1)
vacancy within the
department.
Applications may be
obtained at the City
Clerk's office, City Hall
Building, until Tuesday,
March 28. 1978. The City
Of Murray is an equal
Opportunity Employer
operating under an
Affirmative Action
Plan.
LAND SURVEYOR.
Local_ _c.pgine_eririg has
immediate opening /or
Rodman-Chainman to
work with field survey
party. Apply in person
or contact Jean. at Ted
F. Billington•Consulting
Engineers,7534050.
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370:
KITCHEN HELP wanted
dar and sight shift For
more information call
901-247-9902.
9 Situations Wanted
WANTED: yards to mow.
Call 489-2471.
10 Business Opportunity
BUILDING FOR lease.
Nice 1600 sq. ft. building
on court square. Very
reasonable lease. Call
763-3939.
13 For Sale Or Trade
MOBILE HOME, centre
heat and air. Nice
garage. Lot with well.
Close to lake. $7000. Call
436-2733.
14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WANTED WHITE oak
and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or standing,
small or large track Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-5271630.
WANTED TOY FARM
tractors and equipment.
Any brand. Any condition. Call 436-2590.
FEATHER BEDS - new
higher prices for feather
beds. Write Box 72,
Hickman, Ky. Give
name, phone number
and address. Exact
directions and number
of beds. Will pickup.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
truck. Call 753-7975.
WANTED
AKC
REGISTERED female
Terrier
Yorkshire
puppy. Call Paris 1-901642-8909.
WHITE OAK standing
timber.
$600
for
thousand feet. Call 901642-9379.
i 5 Articles For Sale
SMOKE DETECTORS,
advertised
nationally
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
FRIGIDAIRE washer
and dryer. Remington
typewriter. Call 7535599.
EAKIN- AMERICAN
hide-a-bed couch, one
end and 1 cocktail table.
Two lamps,four braided
- room size rugs, snar
drum with stand and
case. Boys bowling
balland bag, women
-clothes, sizes Jr. 6, 7 and
8. Call after 6 p. m.
weekdays 753-27106‘
LARGE RECORD and
tape display racks. See
J and B Music;-4531575.
ie

For Saie

WEED EATERS, model
507. 843.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TILLERS chain drive, 5
h.p. B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FRANKLIN
BEN
fireplace with all accessories. Like new.
$200. Call 759-4890.
TILLER GOOD condition, axel and wheel
for car trailer. Call 4928535.
CRAFTSMAN 10" radial
arm saw. V ry good
all .753condian)
0609 VW

20 Sports Equipment
1976 CRESTLINER
Crusader II. 25' cruiser.
Fully equipped. Less
than 50 hours. Like new
inside and out. Calkin's
tandem trailer. $13,995.
No sales tax. Call 1-815397-3927, Jim Nelson,
Rockford, Ill.
14' CHEROKEE boat,
Paris Line trailer, 20 h.
p. Johnson. Call 759-1891
after 4 p. m.
BEST FISHING rig you'll
tri-hull,
find!
14'
pedestal seats. Carpeted, trolling motor. 20
h. p, Mercury, trailer.
Excellent condition. Call
753-8277 after 5:30 p. m.

RICOH 35 mm i automatic
camera. $175 or best
offer. Approximately 10
years old. Bought new in
1969. Call 753-2543 ask
for Kenneth-.

BASS BOAT 1976 Hydro
Sport. 1976 Mercury 175
-black max trailer,
locator, graph recorder,
fully equipped. $5000.
_ Ca11153A15.1or 75.17154.

ROTO TILLER 4 h. p.
Tommy Atkins,753-6591.

GOLF CLUBS, irons.
• Haig -Ultra, 2-PW., $65.
Call 753-8302 until 6P. M.

THREE H. P. Sears air
compressor, like new.
Call 753-4670
LUMBER,cherry maple,
oak, poplar, etc. Air
dried long period of
time, selection of planks
allowed. Call 492-8702.

16 FT. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 27 ft. mast with
main and jib sail, Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or 7534029.
FOR SALE - Ensign
bass boat. Trailer, 40 h.
p. Johnson motor. All
accessories. Call 4362369.

FOUR LARGE plate
glass picture windows in
aluminum frames with
screens. Three 9'6"
wide, 5'4" high, one 8'6"
wide, 5'4" high. In good
condition. Ideal for
green house -cir sun
porch,etc. Call 753-5195.

16' OUACHITA fishing
boat. 20 hp. Johnson
motor. Paris Line
trailer. Shakespeare
trolling motor. Call 7539235.

55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile ,•-extd
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.

SMITH AND WESSON 9
mm automatic model 39.
New in box. Call 489-2471
before 5 p. m.

16 Home Furnishings
FOR SALE BUNK bed with mattress. $95. Call
753-4981.
ONE BEDROOM suite
and recliner, 3 den
chairs. Call after 6, 7531905.
BLUE AND BEIGE
striped hide-a-bed. Two
cushion. Been used less
than year. Brown vinyl
two cushion couch and
chair, like new condition. Call after 6 p. m.
Monday-Friday, all day
Saturday 436-5483.
WASHER, dryer and
dishwasher. Call 4928640 after 5 p. m.
FIVE PIECE chrome
dinette set. Brown and
green.850. Call 753-0198.
DOUBLE SIZE BRASS
bed. Antique. Call 7535532.
HOTPOINT electric
range, 36", green color,
1 year old, clock, easy
clean oven. Like new.
$200. Call 759-1548.
18 Sewing
USED SINGER Sewing
machine, zig zag and all
regular
attachments.
Fully
guaranteed.
Sewes perfects. .Full
cash price, $39.50
Payments may be
arranged. call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619. 19 Farm Equipment
SIX ROW sprayer, 2 row
Ford planter, spreader,
three 12" plows, two row
cultivator, disc 7', two
row roto hoe. Call 7537244 after 6:30.
1240 JOHN DEERE 4 row
drill, like new. Call 7535396.
IF IN NEED OF new or
used farm equipment.
Murray Ford Tractor
has it. Call 753-9482 or
753-1495.

28 FT. FLOTE-BOTE 120 h. p. I-0. Under
warranty. Loaded with
options. Like new and
priced right. Call 7534951.
CRESTLINER
1976
Crusader 11. 25' cruiser.
Fully equipped. Less
than 50 hours. Like new
inside and out. Calkin's
tandem trailer. $1395.
No sales tax. Call 1-815397-3927, Jim Nelson,
Rockford, Ill.
15' FIBERBLASS fishing
boat, trailer, 35 h. p.
Johnson motor, 1971
Galaxie 500. Excellent
conditioq. Call 753-3079.

22

SUPER C TRACTOR
with all equipment. 18
h.p. JohnSuirwutu.. CAN
615-827-2458.

PHASE LINEAR, 400
ste
sofa. Can 753-0492.
REPOSSESSED 25"
Magnavox color T.V.
Need
someone
to
assume small monthly
payment. Call 753-7575.
21.Mobile Home Sales
1974 BAYWOOD 12 X 12
bedroom,2 baths, partly
furnished, underpinned.
Excellent
conditions.
$5800.
Call
7533280.before 5.
24 X 54 MOBILE home.
Furnished. N11 753-6660
between,8 and 5 p. m.
ask for Gary.
1973 MORGAN double
wide mobile home. three
_bedroom
partially
furnished. Call 753-6858.
1975 12 X 65 2 bedroom, all
electric Central air,
fully carpeted, unfurnished. Like new See
at Riviera Cts. Call 753-3280 -befofe p.m:
29 Mobile Home Rentals

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.
KIMBALL
MUSIC
CENTER 601 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel Ph. 443-3879. Shop
if you like, but check our
prices. Open late Friday
nights.
PIONEER
_CAR
STEREO, SUPERTUNERS,and speakers.
Installation available.
Your
car
stereo
specialists. Sunset
Boulevard Music,
Dixieland Center, 7530113
23. Exterminating

7

FREE
Termite
Inspection

A

Certified By IPA
Avast! CPO, lemei leper

Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
N.*PP
sporPard oviss
tors Ds Ass sip on caPesse
I.'PPP
100 South l3th St.

Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fol.
and Shrubs

31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT-3 or 4
bedroom house. Prefer
to be in or near town.
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690
HOUSE WITH THREE or
4 bedrooms by April
10th. Call 753-3509 after 3
p.m.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment. Call
753-2307.
WANT TO RENT house in
Kirksey, Stella or Lynn
Grove community. Call
753-0457.

WA/ITIO TO MT row crop
scrooge sod tobacco bass.
Sand rwspoosos is gas 31 U.

32. Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT-unfurnished
2 bedroom apartment
Near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109.
DUPLEX
NICE
2
bedroom, central gas
heat and air condition.
Utility room, washer
and dryer hookup.
Beautiful yard. Private.
$195 month. Call 7533343.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
apartment On private
road. $150. References.
Deposit. Call 753-8848
before 9 p. m.
BEDROOM
TWO
apartment, South 11th
Street. $150. Call 7534453.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment.
Carpet, drapes, stove,
air conditioner. Couple
only. Call 753-7457.
FURNISHED, one or 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th, 7536609.
33 Rooms For Rent
SHARE HOUSE in town.
Call 753-8761.
34 Houses For Rent

24 Miscellaneous
LAWN MOWERS 3' h.p.
n- cut. B and S engine.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

26 TV Radio
ZENITH COLOR TV
Console_ like new. Call
753-5933.

36

For Rent

Of

lease

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

37.livestock

Supplies
THREE YEAR-OLD 5
gated saddle bred mare.
15 hands tall, sorrow
with white star. With
english saddle and
bridle. $500. Call 759-1234
Security Federal or
after 6 p. m.753-79
.47.

38. Pets •Supplies
RABBITS AND ,CAGES
for sale. Call 753-8884.
AKC BLACK miniature
Schnauzer pups. Ready
to leave April 7th. Now
taking deposits $754100.
Call 435-4481.
39 Poultry Supplies
24 HENS and 2 roosters.
Phone 436-5899.
41 Public Sales

YARD SALE Saturday,
March 25. 10 a. m. at
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
Hazel,
Ky. At Joe
Oaks
12 X SO. Shady
Dobbins
home: Lot of
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.
. antique dishes and whatnots, some furniture.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home-spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts. YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday 9 a m. - 6
Call 753-3280.
p. m. 8 track stereo,
vacuum cleaner, cookMOBILE HOME spaces
ware, miscellaneous
for families. Coach
iteiens.
household
Fox
and
Estates
Collectables , and odds
Meadows, South 16th
and ends. Fox Meadows
753-3855.
Trailer Park, E-5.
30 Business Rentals
HALF PRICE rummage
BUSINESS BUILDING
sale on all clothing,
for rent. Ideal for small
shoes, purses, etc.
business. 2400 sq. ft.
Saturday Bargain Barn,
Next to Tucker T.V. and
13th and Main,9 a. m. - 3
Bamboo Garden, call
p.m.
753-2900 or contact Artell
Tucker at Tucker TV., THREE
PARTY YARD
1914 Coldwater Rd.
Sale. March 27, 28 and

Musical

5' MF Disc, good condition. Call 753-2482,
after 5 p. m.
WEST KY. GRAIN
HANDLING
Equipment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
dryers. call 1-345-2437 or
1-247-0558.

26.TV Radio

1r 3E IC 311:,

TWO BEDROOM OLDER
house for rent. Attic.
Middle age couple
preferred. $100 month.
Call 436-2166.

36

For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR lease 3.66
acres tobacco with barn
Call 4924214.

29. 127 Riviera Cts.
YARD SALE, Saturday.
March 25 not held if
rains) 8:00 - ?. Mahan
Apartments Apt. 19 (by
Sonic). Furniture.
clothes, jewelry, toys.
baby clothes, albums.
make-up.

=MIN
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE •
753-8080
'rotessionai Services
ith The Friendly Touch"

LAKE VIEW! New
Listing. Mobile home
has added ,utility
room& 3 porches. All
furniture, appliances
& freezer. Central
heat & air conditioning. Wooded lot
with lake view - boat
ramp
privileges.
Only $19,500. Must be
seen.

43 Real Estate
YOUR
SOMEDAY
HOME can be yours
today! Beauty has been
captured in this unique
contemporary home in
Gatesborough Subdivision. Spacious
rooms, attractive design
and decor which place
this home in a class all
by itself. Let the friendly
folks at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 tell
you all about this architectural
masterpiece.

South 12th

at StiCarTh0
"

TELEPHONE 7534051

DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE LOW ON CASHwe'll arrange the terms
nn this well maintained
two bedroom brick with
den located on lot with
garden area --just 4
minutes fron1 city
limits. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

Waldrop ItealYY
"In Business
Since 1956"
753-$646

46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars &

COMMERCIAL LOT for

THREE

1914 -

Olive Streets. Approximately i4 acre lot
priced very reasonably.
Phone 753-1222 for more
information from
KOPPERUD REALTY.
LAKE
BARMY
PROPERTIES
NEW Two Story, real
beamed ceiling, 3
bedroom, 2 baths, on
waters edge of Lake
Barkley. Low 70's.

BEDROOM

garage.
baths.
Located in Westwood
Subdivision. Call 7535685 after 3:30 p.m.
WHY NOT MOVE to the
lake? House on one acre
lot for sale. Located on
Highway 94 East, only
one mile from the lake.
Two bedrooms,separate
dining room, franklin
fireplace, and attached
garage. Newly
decorated. Call 474-2330
after 4 p. m.

SPX' & SPAN - Very
neat three bedroom
brick home with central
Many homes and,
OWNER
brick
heat and air locatek building sites to'
residence,
ideal
northwest of Murray. • choose from. For furlocation, 913 Waldrop
ther information call
Priced in the mid 30's.
Dr. University area.
Owner wants offer.
Unusual features,
LYNN
Phone
KOPPERUD
leaving city.
WALLER
REALTY, 753-1222 for
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
information on all
REALTOR
** 2 bedroom home on
homes listed for sale 522-1174.5
Kentucky Lake. Big
through the Murray_Mai. AS I mga east ot Cadb.
living molt and kitchen
Calloway
Cou-a-t-y
with built-ins, carport,
Multiple Listing SerGOOD TWO BEDROOM
washer-dryer. Also, this
vice.
frame home. Large lot
property has its own
with nice garden. Plenty
boat slip. Day or night
Purdom & Thurman
of shade. Near church
1901) 642-7221. of (901)
642-2633. Priced $29,000.
Insurance & Real Estate and grocery. Possession
in 10 days. $12,500.
iouthside Court Svvore
47 Motorcycles
Galloway Realty, 505
Murray, Kentucky
1977 EXCESS 500 D
Main,753-5842.
753-4451
Yamaha, under
err
warranty. Under 200
miles. Call 753-6605.
Guy Spann Realty
THINKING OF SPRING?
"low ley People
Why not start planning
1975 YAMAHA 200 with
In goal Estate"
now for that home on the
electric starter. 100
753-7724
lake. We have just listed
901 Sycamore
Marry Ky
miles. Excellent con2 quality homes in
dition. $600. Call 753-5864
Panorama Shores, only
before 5 p. m. or 753-0017
10 miles from Murray. PRICE
REDUCED
after
5 p. m.
Both are year-round
$2,000. 48 acres just
homes on beautiful
listed last week. In1974 250 HONDA dirt bike.
wooded lots. Take adcludes 30 tendable acres
Good shape.. Call '753vantage of early season
several
and
good
4304 or 753-4718, ask for
prices and let us tell you
wooded buildings sites.
Mike.
more about the adOwner wants fast sale
vantages of Lake-Front
Now priced at $29,800.
1974 750 HONDA WindLiving. Phone KOPPhone
KOPPERUD
jammer- Fairing. Four
PERUD REALTY, 753REALTY 753-1222 for
into 1 exhaust. New tire.
1222, anytime.
-omplete listing of
Low mileage. Call 753farms for sale through
6445.
the multiple listing
service.
1974 HONDA CB 750K-4
climplete with fairing
and windshield. Crash
bar. Luggage rack, sissy
BOYD-MAJORS
bar with bag. Extra
nice. Call 489-2317.
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
1973 HONDA 750 K-3,
Professional Service,
dressed. Extra gas tank
ith The Friendl Tout h
lavestmoat Property • Degioi
and
side
covers.
COUNTRY LIVING
lonami is ripely expanding
Excellent condition. Call
Vlostwood. Eadi side his two
MADE EASY. Brick,
753-7388 after 4p. m.
IR, range, refriptrator, dish2 bedrooms, large
rosbor,
mast,
central
start,
kitchen, den, at1977 YAMAHA 750.
air IL pas bun. City water wast
tached garage, new
sewage. Idol for new hems
Beautiful condition. Call
carpet.
acre
1
ocean. Uwe ion. side let
753-2932.
wooded lot. Hwy. 94
rent bolo Imola iN. mortoeqo
West in Lynn Grove.
palest. $39,500.
ACT FAST!! Only
Have your motorcycle ready
for Spring, with our, new parts
$31,900.
Estee nowt two bedroom.
and accessories!! Complete
frame locasidi Mono

foglni#

WILSON

NEED
PROPERTY
ZONED R-4 or B-2?
NMI a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
or consumer services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for these permitted
uses. Call us today
Loretta Jobs Relators,
753-1492.
I

PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick
with sunken living room,
formal dining area,
custom built kitchen
with appliances including refrigeratorfreezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick wall.
Statel bricked columns
bring you into the drive
to a double garage with
automatic openers...
Just listed. .Call Now.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

43 Real Estate

%. Poplar-Benton

5271488- 7519625
`SAsELt

EiAastA

on @stn.' deep let. Aporoziniatety
960 se, ft. going area,
paneled wogs soma carpet.
love* rooms, recently
remodeled. Only $14,300.

1531263 Anytime
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
Canterbury
lovely
Estates we have an ideal
lotfor a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

DUE TO SALES THIS
YEAR. The Nelson.
Shroat
Co.
Needs
WATCH US GROW
listings for the buyers-- THE NELSON SHROAT
we have waiting. If you
CO. REALTORS
want to sell your
759-1701
property, list with the
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Cosner
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
45. Farms For Sale
Shopping Center. 759FARM 83 ACR
one
1707.
mile North of 121 on
Graves and Calloway
County
line.
1961
International 2 ton grain
truck.

imn[mi

www
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

SMALL FARM, large
new brick home, new tin
tobacco tarn, bottomland. 15 minutes
from Murray West.
Blacktop. Ca114924790.

CHIC - ELEGANT SPACIOUS.
This
4,000 sq. ft. home has
It all. Entry hall,
living room, dining
room,
4
huge
bedrooms, 34 baths
& rec. room. 2 acres.
Let us show you this
Country
Estate
Today.

BY OWNER-75 acre
farm,7 room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. Two stock
barns, milk barn, smoke
house, chicken house.
All
under
fence.
$100,000. Call 753-5618
between 2:30 p4Ihrip-44

im BOYD-MAJORS
REAL. ESTATE
753-8080

Line of hrie-up parts, lutricanta, engine parts, chains &
sprockets, cables, tires & batteries, chrome and more. Lots
of other parts and accessories
on the way Also coming
soon.. our new Motorcycle
Service Center''
Motorcycle Ports
UM* &
Service Canter
307 N. 4th St.
Call 759-1919

48 Automotive Service
FOR SALE four used
tires, Gillette Mesa
rider, L60-15, raised
white letters. 415.00
each. Also jeep draw bar
with two inch ball hitch
and mounting kit. $30.00.
Phone 753-5516.
49 Used Cars & Trucks

Trucks

CHEVROLET
00
•
miles. power steering,
power brakes and air.
Call collect after 6:00,
901-247-5327.

1471 AUDI - AM-FM
radio, automatic, air,
radial tires. Good
condition. Good gas
mileage. Call 753-2864
after 6.
1973 PORSCHE 914, 1.7
liter -engine, excellent
gas mileage. AM-FM
radio. New 5 speed
transmission.
Removable top, low
mileage. Must'sett Call
753-8492.

19

.10

1973 HONDA CIVIC,
$1,500 or best offer. Coil
767-6649 after 5.
1974 GREMLIN X, 6
cylinder, air condition,
automatic. Luggage rack. Call after 5, 7536816.
1955 CHEVROLET..1969
Camaro for sale or
trade, sharp. 1957
Chevrolet;2 door post,B
Allis Chalmer tractor
with
disc,
plow,
cultivator. Call 474-2392
after 6.
1974 FORD COURIER
pickup. Automatic, low
mileage. Call 474-2789 or
474-2257.
FOR
SALE:
1976
Chevrolet 4 wheel drive
pickpup. All power and
air. Call 489-2711.

1

1975 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive. Red and
white, 4 speed, lock in
hubs, 400 motor, Scottsdale cab, AM-FM,
white spoke wheels, 1200
tires. Call 474-2384.

1

1974
CHEVROLET
pickup, 4 wheel drive,
50,000. Short wheel base,
wheels and white letter
tires. $3000. Can be seen
at 214 Irvan.
196'7 VW Squareback, air
conditioned. New tires.
Call 753-9371.
1

1967 VOLVO 122. Good
condition. New tires.
Call 753-9371.
1974 CENTURY Luxux
Buick. Silver mist blue.
With white vinyl top,
AM-FM stereo tape, all
power, buckets, white
interior, wheels, low
mileage. Call 753-3146
after 4.
1976 FOUR WHEEL
drive. Call 759-1130.
1973 CHRYSLER, 4 door,
excellent condition
Automatic, air, almost
new steel belted tires.
New brakes. Extra
sharp. 92200. Call 4362461.
1970 AMC HORNET, 4
door standard trqnsmission, economical
and dependable. $600.
Call 753-4917.

RANGER
whell base,
air. Black',
753-7791.

1972 Chevy Impala, 4door, automatic
:power
brakes-steering, airconditioned. $895. Call
492-8594 after 5:30 p.m.

1975 V.W. Rabbit, excellent conditon. Call
767-4776.

1975 VEGA Hatchback.
Four speed. Call 7591694

1974 FORD
250. Long
power and
sharp. Call

19

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
OPEN WEEKDAYS
Mon.Wed 8-1
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS *Hospital
Fri. 8 Sat 8-2:30
Calls
*Nair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Stree:.
•

*House
Calls

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, .753-3685 and night appointments

A CURE FOR
CABIN FEVER!
You've been staring at the same walls all
winter. You need a change. Make your spring
cleaning complete by calling on us for all your
painting and wall covering needs
Ask for Ron Groans at
759-4032
or
Ask for Tim Garland at
753-3834

-

4

7
It
4
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19. Used Cars

19 Used Cars A Trucks

1967 EXTRA LARGE
school bus. Will make
limper. Four
excel
u
new tires. ew e
system. Will trade for
1969 pickup truck_ iP._
good condition or will
sell. Call 436-2216 or 7536644 after 4 p. m.
1977 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville. One owner local
car, 5,000 actual miles.
Purdom
1.oaded.
Motors, 753-5315.

Trucks

1976 DODGE CHARGER
Specie Edition, cruise,
tilt, AM-FM, 8 track.
-Take over payments.

_1943 FORD FAIR1ANE,

1976 FORD ONE ton with
Omaha bed, newts'
painted and overhauled.
AM-FM radio, $1495..
Call 753-9482 or 753-1495.

1972 FORD PICKUP,
excellent condition. One
owner, $1795. 1972
Chevrolet, 44 ton with
topper, automatic with
$3550. Call 489-2595. -192t FORD .ONE ton
truck, V-8, 4 speed,
_1960 MERCEDES BENZ.
power steering and
Four door. Six cylinder.
brakes, has cattle racks.
Call 753-6448 days, after
Gas. Four speed. Best
offer. Call 759-4198.
6:00 489-2573.
1975 FOUR WHEEL drive.
pickup, $2495. Cell 7539482 or 753-1495.

CHEVROLET . pickup
. model. $500.
truck, 1968
. Call 436-5830.

1966 PONTIAC Le Mans.
Call after 5 p. m. 7539956.

1977 CUTLASS Salon,
good condition. Loaded.
Call Joe 759-4990.

1973 AMBASSADOR
wagon. Sharp, good
rubber. Automatic and
air, AM-FM stereo.
$1495. Call 436.5353 after
5 p. m.

1976 THUNDERBIRD,
27,000 miles. Loaded.
Call 753-7413.

1965 RED AND WHITE
Excellent
Mustang.
condition. 1965 Gleener
combine. Call 753-5852.
PINTO
RED
1973
Runabout. Automatic,
clean, good mechanical
condition. $1195. 1803
College Farm Rd.
1977 CORDOBA,still new.
Less than 9,000 miles.
Loaded, good mileage.
$5900. Call 753-7670 after
4:00.
NICE 1970 MONTE
CARLO. May be seen at
1308 Poplar or phone
after 5:30 753-6781.
FOUR DOOR
1971
Chevrolet Caprice. All
power. Air conditioning.
Good condition. Call 7531262.

CHEVROLET
1975
CORVETTE. 35,000
miles, metallic blue,
and
tilt
AM-FM,
steering,
telescopic
power windows, leather
interior. One owner.
Excellent condition. Call
435-4467.
LTD
FORD
1972
Brougham, AM-FM
radio, power steering
and brakes. Air,power
windows, new radials,
looks like new. Call 7537715.
1974 GOLD DUSTER
automatic, power. Air.
Slant six, 47,000 miles.
Call 753-9808 or 753-9114.
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 4362204.

Custom Plant
Bed Service
Using
Methyl-Bromide
Call Mark Paschall
753-4802

GUITAR SALE
One Week Only

$250.00 Off

Some up to
While They Last:
-.'.- Gibson

961-1WASHER-1
WANTED

automatic transmission,
radio and heater, air.
Good condition, asking
$350. 1963 Buick Special,
automatic transmission,
radio and heater, air.
Good oendition. Asking
$350. Call 436-5353 after 5
p. m.
1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME, triple
white, everything but
cruise control. Call after
5,354-8772.

1977 CHEVY Scottsdale, 4
wheel drive pickup
truck. One owner. Ky.
Truck. 12,000 hctual
miles. Purdom Motors,
753-5315.

51 SeilLe, wfered

g[r-4Tia

Alvarez

Ventura

and others
Special orders 20% off
Guitar Accessories 20% off

Chucks Music Center753-1682

1411 Main Street

Just Listed

EQUAL
OPPORTUNI1Y
EMPLOYER

QUAUTY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

1978

cer,'e SvrCc3,e

49. Used Cars A Trucks
pickup,
GMC
1973
automatic, air and
power, sharp. In excellent condition. Call
753-8764 after 5 p.m. or
weekends.
4974 MUSTANG- II.- Top
Conditiqn. Call 767-2877.

50. Campers

ogillIerAti*"sm41,

000
10 .0
GY.
1178 Trowel
Trailers

..cmon
••
,FEVER

*1 Or• Off

$50" off
1178 Pop-Ups
Al used Campers $50
"off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-148.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Ow
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available.

White's Camper Sales
Wm**I but 4 WIN Wm Mom,
t. rvinve

1969
COACHMAN
camper, 18 ft. $1800. Call
753-6805.
1972 CHAMPION motor
home. 25,000 miles.
Sleeps six. Call after Sp.
m.759-1192.
STARCRAFT camper
trailer, 1976 Starmaster
8, like new. $1800. Call
753-7853.
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-5228507.
51 Services Offered
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
NEED
TREES' or
shrubbery
cut
or
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.
DRIVEWAYS
and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Also have
decorative rock and rip
rap. Call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.
LICENSED ELEC
TRICAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
WILL HAUL dri•-eway
white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 7534545 or 753-6763.

S*TEC-0

r:

51. Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. FieJil
tile lines installed, 28
years' experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

WILL MAKE CUSTOM
made drapes. Call 7536648.
BYARS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call -1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
FENCE SALES at Sears
'now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

Guttering by Sears, Sears
PROFESSIONAL
'continuous - gutters incleaning.
chimney
your
per
stalled
Prevent a chimney fire . specifiEationsf- - Call
in your home. Call 759Sears 753-2310 for free
4878.
- estimates.
INCOME TAX SERVICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
Also available for
special appointments.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001: Phone day or
night 442-7026.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,753-1335.
Fort YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs.
tank
septic
Also
cleaning. Call John Lane.
Phone 753-8669 or 4365348.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. prompt efficient service. No job too
small. Call Earnest
White, 753-0605.
II A1101
TINLAULICS
hydroulic
locks, and pimps.
pressers bees mole while yew
welt. Gel 434-2788.

Real Estate
753-5646
Pete Waldrop 753-7249
N. T. 11affray, Moto

In Business Since 1956

feassay
Oso
$15,800.00.

ea N. Ill In Nom. Sisal Whim for working
iodises bet ash waft be mode Inte 2, Italy
-

Why cowry billet Then take a look al ibis 3 bedroom
1'As bull hone leaded approximately 3 ides from tom es
121 Usti. Other features iodide large let, control hear sod
Sr and storm doors and aimilows. lam then $40,1180.
,utirk

I.

INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Scars
for
free
753-2310
estimates.

"The"
Lawn
Garda. Center
Igri-ProdeatS
Eery. 121 North
Allarrey,
753-3000
r landscape Design
r Landscape Plods
r Wang Plows
..-G..Sod
r Lan Spraying
(fertilizer & Nerhicidar)
Nesevaries & Seeding
r Laws Aesistiom
NydreMuldeng

53 Feed And Seed

Perfect for the family with hemmers and Moses. 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick and is... home. Nee des with fireplace, marble top
lavatory and tob enclosers in haft, ceramic top range with
micrewev• eves is spacious kitchen with pleaty of cabinets. 3
plus acres with ham CaN fee. appeirdwisat.

JUST LISTED • Ixtre mice 3 bedroom brick. fondly room, okay
arranged wane with new even mid ceektop. Intro lerge let
with felt tress, gneiss area. BONUS' Work 'dam and storage
ores. Sm this me seem.

WHEAT STRAW 90 cents
bale. Four H78-I5
polyglass Goodyear
tires, $80. Call 489-2174
after 5p. m.
FREE - Beautiful
golden female part-•
labrador retriever.
adult.
Young
Housebroken. Very
gentle and loving with
children but is,an ideal
watchdog. She will
make a perfect family
pet. Call 436-2591.

DMA SNANI • 2 bedroom elominem siskag Mose located In
Al... Paneled threagbeet, amide top lavatory in bath. Extra
large kitchen with hearty of calsimts. Al rooms are tarp. Deep
corner let. Special price of 514,500.

A place for the kids mid minim m this 42 mre form with 3
bedroom mod style home. Nes foN Maenad; meal gee beat.
Sits back off highway with u tree ked drive. Illonetifel setting
for that cersartry hone mem dreamed amt. has Noma bass
and barns, Ober orkirelldliep.

•• I- •
2 bet brick with
/
Save thee and mom ea this 4 bedroom, 11
largo eat-in kith's'', raw,dishwasher, refrigerator included is
sale. Nice putts overlooks well landscaped back yard en quiet
street. This ohm ace he.. heated at 1505 Pedigo' er
MAO.

EXCLUSIVE LISTING. Perfect for the hig family. 5 bedroom, 2
bath, astral beet and sir only mimeos from Alerray. 1 acre let
large onomph for that big grades. Priced ler quick sale.

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.

Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights

The trees in the backgreeed indicate the piesemd setting of this
3 bedroom brick ranch im Lynwood Estates oh ealy Marta from
Pews. Pommies' with deed, se bey today ad....today. Jest
call sad well meet yin there'

INN Ma..,extra is.3 bedroom, 2 bah be.. in best neighborhood. Cantral beat mad sir. Al Imailt•in's ischhine mitred
mama. 14 ill paths. Large, partially fenced beck ord. She.
deers, widows and lots of insolatios. Offered at S411400.00.

Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.
For That Personal Touch See...

Thornton Tile
at Marble

PA TAUNT MAXIM
2 blocks west of NEU, bus3 spertasorts to
/
This home, poly 11
bhp make Nee payments. Itte hem fosteres 3 bedrooms, pead his of donne ores. The hadryard is fortrel heat
ced with•garden eras Owner leaving and marts tri ad sem, m
call ad let es how me this malty belt beam. $41,500.00.

Sr.

'Quality That Will Please
753- 5719

612 So. 9th

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

Waldrop

One of the ekes eh Mime le Nicol, lies hem remodeled with
mra inehation. Nos fireplace sod mow carpet. Al Ws fir
$11411.11.

BREAKING GARDENS
and leveling yards. Call
753.8527. .

WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. Call 7530684.

Near the University - This 2 BR well
built older home can be yours.

Taw around et onatien hams, I.im NW Sehavision, bull
and bodreem op the wham metal stain, bitches and TV room
se main fleet. Patio op and deem Only 511,1011.011.

hulked 21 acre form hooted Orr 01 the brim ChM Need. 3
bedroom, I bath, Imo on-in hitches with hoilt•in range. This
form has a modern farrow* boom, stock water and berms, 2.5
iscrt IDA tobacco bah with irsns, storage skids. Completely
food with ASSiarkett win. Geed level, toddle ion in ideal
locatim. $41,500.

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Cam!,
753-5933.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

2 baths, lots of
/
New 3 bedroom brick veneer, 11
cabinets and closets, wall to wall carpet, 2 miles
S.E. of Murray.
Call us for more information about this or
other homes and building lots for sale

MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPINGsealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call ,753-1537.

Fulton Young Realty

WILSON
INSURANCE

T63-7133
Fatten Tim
713-494111

WINO 5 miles of city, this 3 beinaern brick and stem hone
fsutures a beamed ceiling family room with firohoco,
bedrooms with beilt-ins, vary roodoro kitchoo will COVIIIIIK
timid's, romp, ph" 3 ecru with horse boot Mo his one

Forest Sheoldan
7113-111171

& REAL ESTATE

753-3263 Anytime

at

S
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Menus for the week of
March 27 to 31 in the lunctiminis of the schools have
been released by food service
directors, Joanna Adams,
Callimay County , and Glinda
Jeffrey, Murray City. They
are subject to occasional
change and are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
CALLOWAY
HIGH-Monday—hamburger, hot
famish.ca cserile. chili.dogs; .
Tuesday—hamburger
salisbury steak, ham sandWedne-s-day-hamburger, fish sandwiches,
meat
loaf;
Thursday-hamburger, sloppy joe,
ravielo;
Friday -cheeseburger, soup and
turkey sandwich, lasagne.
Variety of salads, vegetables,
-fruits, and • desserts,- along
with open salad bar are
featured daily.
EAST,- NORTH, AND
SoUffiiff-lST--Monday-chiliburgers, corn on cob,
tater tots: fresh fruit:.
_Tuesday—fish, white beans,
cold slaw, french fries, hush
puppies, ice cream: Wednesday—taco salad, lettuce,
'cheese, tomatoes, green peas,
lintrS4an—_sPaghet11.,
Urns beans, -tossed salad,
rolls, jelly; Friday--sack
lunch--sandwich, carrot
sticks. apple, potato chips,
brownie. Hamburgers are
served Monday, Wednesday,
.and Friday, and hot dogs on
Tuesday and Thursday.
MURRAY CITY
MURRAY HIGH—Monday—
corn dogs, toasted cheese;
Tuesday—pizza, barbecued
beef; Wednesday—turkey and
gravy, spaghetti; Thrusday—
tacos. chuckwagon; Friday—
ham sandwich, chicken fried
steak.. Hamburgers, hot dogs,
chef salads, and variety of
fruits and vegetables are
served daily.

ER & TIMIS, Saturday, Maich 25, 1978

MURRAY
MIDDLE-Monday—chili dog or hamburger, cake; Tuesday—pizza
or ravioli, cdokie; Wednesday-chicken or hamburger, mils
and jelly; Thursday-pizza or
tacos, cookie; Friday-lasagne
or hamburger,cake. A variety
of fruits and vegetables are
served daily.
CARTER AND ROBERTSON—Monday—macaroni and
cheese,
green
beans,
tomatoes, fruit pudding;
Tuesday--chicken,
sweet
potatoes, green peas, cranberry sauce; rolls, jelly;
Wednesday—meatloaf,
creamed potato, mixed fruit,
cake; Thursday—hamburger,
round abouts, peaches,
cookies; Friday--fish sandwich, vegetate beans, slaw,
•.
cooktes.

Stovall Says She Will Run
For Gubernatorial Nomination

University Church
Plans Gospel Meet
The University Church of
Christ will start its gospel
meeting on Sunday, March 26,
at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service with the guest speaker
to be Bro. Jay Lockhart of
Sugar Land, Texas, formerly
of Murray. Services will be at
six p.m. on Sunday and at
seven aln. and seven p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, W. H. Brooks,
Hamp W. Brooks, Kenneth
Hoover, James Feltner,
Tommy Feid, and J. N. Nix.
J. T. Page, Roger Wilson,
Bobby • Martin,- David Fitts,
Tom Ballard, Ronnie Dunn,
Tony Thompson, Gary Taylor,
and Willard Ails will be in
charge of The Lord's Supper.
Nursery supervisors will be
Mabel Gallagher, Gwen
Gingles, Lillie Johnson, Pam
Johnson, Mirriam Ferguson,
and Ophie Lee Steele.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m. Sunday.

Scuba Diving Course
Slated At University

- - • .
FRANKFORT, Ky. API — support but it's a little too late and noted that nearly every
scuba diving basic cerwith open water check-out
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall has to stop now. If I lose, I. governor in Kentucky history
tification course will be
diving at the completion of the
has left the state briefly after
left no doubt about her lose..But I'm going to win."
available at Murray State
course the weekend of May 6.
She said her formal legislative sessions for rest
intentions in the Democratic
University for six weeks this
Instructors will be Ross
gubernatorial race in 1978: announcement would be and relaxation. It was during
spring as a continuing
Meloan and Tim Mauck,
July.
issued in
Carroll's absence from the
she will run.
education offering.
assisted by Robert Jones and
Mrs. Stovall said in the state that she vetoed the
"Pke been saying that for a
Besides
cer- Tom Brazil.
natural
interview
radio
that
she would rescission of the ERA
year or more," Mrs. Stovall
tification by the Professional
Registration is scheduled at
said Friday. "I'm running. stand by her decision con- ratification.
Association of Diving In- 6 p.m. Friday, March 24, in
cerning
the
ERA
in Kentucky.
Mrs. Stovall said if the
I've put in 28 years in state
structors, the course also
Room S104 of the Applied
Asked if her veto of the rescission had been allowed to
government and I'd be foolish
provides five Continuing Science Building at Murray
rescission
resolution
to walk out and let somebody
might stand, the Kentucky tourist
Education Units (CEUs) for State. Participants may also
hurt her chances -in a industryelse have the job."
hue been
each participant through the
register at the first class
Mrs. Stovall was contacted gubernatorial race, Mrs. affected, since many groups
Center
for
Continuing
meeting at 6 p.m. Monday,
with plans to meet in the state
at the lieutenant governor's' Stovall said,"then so be it."
Education on the campus.
March 27, in Room 106 of the
lieutenant
The
had
indicated
governor
mansion after radio Station
they would
Beginning Monday, March Carr 'Health Building.
WLOC, Munfordville, ran a rejected implications that her cancel if the rescission zas
27, classes will meet each
Additional
information
taped interview in which she veto decision was a "set up" allowed to stand.
Monday through May 1 in the about the scuba diving course
declared her candidacy.
Carr Health Building. Pool may be obtained by calling
Mrs. Stovall say later that
sessions will be on Saturday Ross
Meloan,
Student
she has to 'find a campaign
mornings April 1 through Development Office, Murray
manager
and
several
April 29 in the university pool State University, (502) 762assistants, plus money.
in the Carr Health Building, 6831.
•
"1'11 start out about July 1,
and no sooner," she said.
"When you run a year4ong
The Rev. Dr. James A.
race, it gets pretty rough. You
Fisher, Sr., minister of the
wear out yourself and your
First United
Methodist
WKMS-FM, the radio voice Washington, D. C., because of
friends."
Church, will speak on the
She said she already had of Murray State University, is the debates.
subject, "When Morning
The Rev. Wayne Mills will
"The treaties are a conreceived a ;15 campaign one of the stationd on the
Comes!" at the 10:50 a.m.
contribution from another National Public Radio (NPR) troversial issue right now," he be the speaker at the revival
_worsbip_. services ..on Easter..
state,-"probahrty because they network which have been_ noted, "but that is not the only services to start Sunday,
Sunday, March 26. His text
heard what I had done about broadcasting the Panama reason people are listhnirig to March 26; at the Memorial
will be from I.uke 241-35. _
the Equal Rights Amend- Canal Treaties debate from the debates. Many people are Baptist Church. Services will
Paul Shahan will direct the
the flOor of the U. S. Senate for simply fascinated by the be held Sunday at 10:50 a.m.
ment."
music and Mrs. Richard
Senate proceedings and by the and seven p.m. and Monday
After the Legislature passed almost a month.
Farrell will be organist.
A summary of the debate is chance to hear their govern- through Friday at twelve noon
a resolution rescinding
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
and 7:30 p.m. except Monday.
Kentucky's approval of the carried on WKMS at 91.3 on ment in action."
array A•artch
Holmes Ellis.
--- --Starkie Colson, deacon of
Smith added that WKMS
amendment, Mrs.. Stovall the FM dial at 9 a.m. on every
Sunday School Will be at 9:45
weekday. Coverage also in- will continue coverage of the the week,and the Rev. Jerrell
vetoed the measure.
a.m.
"I've received 500 to 600 cludes live gavel-to-gavel debates as long as they last. White, church pastor, will
glophirtsville
The youth groups will not
letters since then and only 25 artion during critical periods He said the station would like assist in the services. Special
meet this Easter Sunday.
in the debates such as the to- know how many people in music at the Sunday morning
were bad ones," she said.
-loa
gederai Savinqs St. 1
Asked. how Gov.- Julian recent vote to approve the the region have been following worship will be by the Sunthe debates on WKMS.
shower and Sanctuary choir
Carroll would react ,to her Neutrality Treaty.
mks Male - lawatein kaiak
These historic broadcasts
Coverage of congressional with the Rev. Ron Hampton,
candidacy, she replied: "As
Opening la Angst)
far as I know he's for (state mark the first time the Senate hearings on the Korean minister of music, directing.
71S $o. 121t $t. - Murray Sault effioa
commerce commissioner) has permitted the broadcast of -scandal is also being con- Margaret Wilkins will be
Holy Communion will be Terry McBrayer.
one of its *debates. The sidered, according to Smith. organist and Jane Rogers will
celebrated at the 9:45 a.m,
"I've never asked any coverage has sparked con- He said WKMS is trying to be organist.
worship service on Sunday, governor if it was all right to siderable interest throughout decide how much of the
Sunday School will be at 9:40
March 26, at St. John's run. I'd be happy to have his the country_ and attracted coverage the station should a.m. and Church Training at
Episcopal Church, Main and
large audiences to public carry locally, based on the six p.m.
Broach Streets. The Rev.
radio.
interests of its listeners.
Stephen Davenport will be
Bruce Smith, WKMS station
WKMS, a 13,000-watt stereo
celebrant.
manager, said public radio station heard in portions of
Acolytes will be Ben Moore,
audiences have doubled and four states, operates as a
Mike Shore, Duncan Hart, and
even tripled in some cities public service of Murray State
Ray Redden. Lay readers will
such as New York and 'University.
be Steve Hale, Anita Burt, and
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
The First Christian Church Jim Wenzel.
Regular worship services
An Easter Egg Hunt will be will be held at
will hear the Rev. Dr David
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS. OWNERS
the Seventh and
C. Roos speak on the subject; held---at --eteverr 'a.m.—and a -Poplar Church
of Christ on
-Resurrection
In the •Now'!" skating party is scheduled at Sunday, March
212 EAST MAIN ST.
_
PHONE 753-1586
26, with Bro.
at the 10:45 a.m. worship 4:30 p m., both on Sunday:
John Dale as,the speaker and
services on Sunday. March 26.
Mark Pugh and Jerry Bolls
"Rejoice The Lord Is King"
leading the congregational
will be the selection to be sung
singing.
Mozart's two-act opera
broadcast is another offering
by the chancel choir, directed
"Therefore My Beloved entitled "Don Giovanni" —
of the Texaco-Metropolitan
by Margaret Porter with Jane
Brethren" with scripture from considered by many to be the
Opera Radio Network. WKMS
Hutson as organist. TrumI
Corinthians 15:54-58 will be finest opera ever written —
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
is heard at 91.3 on the FM dial.
peters will be Mark Austin and
_the sermon topic at the 8:30 will be heard on WKMS-FM
Singing principal roles will
Alison Marshall. The junior will speak on the subject, "0 and 10:40
a. m. services. The Radio at Murray State
Jerusalem,
Jerusalem," at
be soprano Joan Sutherland as
choir will sing "Easter
six p. m. sermon topic will be University
from
the
Donna Anna, soprano Julia
Blooming the 10:45 a.m. worship serFlowers
Are
All Things Through Christ" Metropolitan
Opera
on
vices
on
Verady in her Metropolitan
Sunday,
March 26, at
Bright."
with scripture from Philip- Saturday, March 25.
Opera debut as Donna Elvira,
rch.
The worship leader will be the First Baptist Ch iv
To begin at 1 p.m., the
Glen Grogan, deac of the pians 4:10-13.
mezzo-soprano
Huguette
Darrel McFerron with Paul
Assisting in the services will
Tourangeau as Zerlina, bass
_Austin and Tyler Prince as week, and G. T. Moody,
be
Jack
Ward,
Floyd Garland,
James Morris in the title role,
candle lighters. Bailey Gore minister of education, will Gene
Karraker, Mik4ILyons,
tenor- Jelvi-Brecknock as Don
and Harlan Hodges will serve assist in the services. Wayne Ron McNutt,
Eddie Rogers,
Ottavio,.bass-baritone Gabriel
as elders with Elmer Collins, Halley, minister of music, will Roy
Harmon,
Ed
West, MithBacquier as
Leporello,
David Eldredge, Norman sing a solo. "The Holy City," cell
Mowery, and Mike
baritone Allan Monk as
Hale, Leon Smith, and Steve and direct the church choir
Thomas.
Masetto, arid bass John
Shaw as deacons. Greeters with Joan Bowker as organist
Presiding for The Lord's
Macurdy as the Cornwill be Mr. and Mrs. Mike and Allene Knight as pianist.
Supper
will be Cnven'Moseley,
Revival services will start
Holton and Mrs. Tommy
The Rev. Buzz Rabatin's mendatore.
on Sunday at seven p.m. with Webb Caldwell, Amos Hill, Easter Sermon on
Richard Bonynge will
Marshall.
Sunday,
and
Aburey Hatcher. Earl
conduct.
Flowers at the church on the Rev.. Dr. David Gardner, Steele,
March
26,
at
10:45
a.m.
at
Max Walker, Edward
A "Singers' Roundtable"
as
guest
Sunday will -be by the Mc- Hopkinsville,
Thomas, and Jack Ward will First Presbyterian Church
speaker.:
Services
will be the intermission
will
be
at
Ferron family to celebrate the
will
be
a
conversation
with
the
serve on the extension
lives of their families, by the seven a.m. and seven p.m. department.
congregation in the first feature. William Livingstone,
Monday
through
editor of Stereo Review
Friday.
family of Mrs. B. .1. Hoffman
Bible study will be held at person which will begin with, magazine,
will be master of
in her memory, by the family Wayne Bailey will direct the
"I
suppose
we
are
all here for
9:40 a. m. on Sunday.
a funeral service Three days ceremonies, with tenors John
L. and O. 0 Dublin in revival choir.
of
Volunteer nursery workers
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WKMS Broadcasting

Rev. Dr. Fisher To
Speak Here Sunday

Canal Debate Coverage

Memorial Church
Plait Services

•
Holy Communion At
Episcopal Church

Christian Church

Speaker On Sunday

Bro. John Dale TO
Speak At Local

Is Dr. David Roos

Church Of Christ

MURRAY APPLIANCE

Mozart's 'Don Giovanni'
To Be Aired On Sunday

Services Planned
At First Church

Buy Early

And Save Big
One Big Week Only!

Rev. Bun Rabatin

To Preach Special

Sermon On Sunday

Ordinance Will Be
Observed At Grace
Church On Sunday

CPR Course
To Be Offered
By Red Cross

t THINK ABOUT IT!
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429"

REV Installation in Normal Window. Will hold in stock
until ready to install. 90 Days Same As Cash or
24 Months to pay. Complete stock of Parts at all
times. Service by expert the day you call.
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